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Regents approve scholarships,
defer action on student bills
By CHRIS DOUGHTY
News Editor

Photo by Alan R&ldt

CA RO L VN WR IGHT, Paducah,
walks through plastic curtains which
are part of a "frM expression" att
exhibit in thalibraf'Y.

University matters ranging
from a proposed Increase in
tuition fees to curriculum
changes highlighted last
Saturday's quarterly meeting or
the MSU Board of Regents.
At the meeting the Board:
*Discus:;ed the possible
effects on MSU of tuition
increases Included in the
proposed 1972-7 4 state budget.
*Approved a plan devised
by President Sparks providing
for donnitory scholarship:> to
new freshmen and transfer
students.
*Deferred action on five
Student Government proposals,
pending the report or a special
Board committee studying the
documents.
*.Accepted changes in the
undergraduate curricula
proposed by the University
Curriculum Committee.
*Voted to seek an ott1ctal
reason behind delays in the
construction or the new
stadium.
*Granted approval to the
appointment of George Britt to
the Disciplinary Committee.
*Directed J . Matt

.

50th year fete set
for March 8 here
Activities for celebrating Rainey T. Wells, second
Murray State University's president of Murray State, as
Golden Anniversary are being founder of the University, will
planned for March 8, according be erected on the North 16th
to M.C. Garrott, director of Street side or the campus near
public relations and steering Wrather Hall by the Kentucky
committee chairman for the Historical Society.
celebration.
A buffet supper is slated for
On March 8, 1922, 6 :30 p.m. in the Student Union
Governor Edwin P. Morrow of Ballroom. A number of guests
Ke ntucky signed the bill including representatives of
authorizin" the establishment or alumni , administrators, and
two educational nonnal schools students wlll be on hand.
in Kentucky, one ~o be located
At this time G. C.
in the western part or the state
and the other one in the eastern Morehead ' s portrait of
"Oakhurst,'' campus home or
part.
Morehead State Universitv Murray State presidents, will be
was created as the school in the unveiled.
eastern part of Kentucky and is
Under consideration for
called MSU's "sister" institution. introduction during the
On March 8, the state legislature commemoration festivities is a
will pass a resolution to be special "seal" for the University.
signed commemorating the Dr. Ken Winters of the industrial
creation of the two schools.
education department heads the
Later that afternoon, a team making recommendations
. historical marker, listing Dr. for a seal design.

Sparkman, vice president in
ch.arge of student affairs, to
study the nature and uses of
personality · folders kept by
Lillian Tate, the dean of women,
on female students living in
donnitories.

Out-of-state fees would jump
Persons leaving
from $800 to $875 for 1972-73 administrative posts could
and to $950 the next year.
remain at MSU in a teaching
Graduate tuition for capacity, he added.
Kentucky residents would be
The policy would include
$385 for 1972·73 and $470 for himself within the next year,
l 9 7 3 · 7 4 . 0 ut-of-state costs Sparks said.
would be $885 and $970
The Board discussed the
Sparks critical of budget
respectively.
proposal, but did not lake any
· "University tuition increases
Murray is not alone in this action on it.
for both In-state and out-of-state problem . The other state
ln other business, the Board
students, proposed in the universities are scheduled to or Regents decided not to act on
1972-74 biennium Kentucky have s imilar proportionate five Student Government
budget, were criticized by tuition increases.
proposals until the documents
President Sparks. He predicted
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp, were examined by a specially
Murray State would experience vice pre:;ident in charge of appointed Board committee to
"diminishing returns" in administrative affairs, pointed compare the revised sections
enrollment which would greatly out that MSU's history has with existing documents.
reduce the revenue budgeted ror shown proportionate drop in
The proposals include a
MSU by the governor.
out-of-state students a~ tuition revised Constitution, a student
The tuition increases rates have risen.
bill of rights, an open-meeting
Included in the biennium budget
poI icy for Board meetings,
Scholarships approved
have not yet been enacted by
which are presently open to the
the Kentucky Council on Public
To help counteract this public, a revised statement on
Higher Education. Total budget growing problem, the Board of
judicial procedures and
figures at Murray State for Regents approved a
guidelines for non-University
1972-73 are $18,466,120 and recommendation made by Dr. speakers.
$19,220,110 for 1973-74.
Sparks providing for dormitory
The committee will deliver
Sparks said these budget scholarships to new freshmen its recommendation at a special
figures were based on tuition and transfer students.
Board meeting prior to the
increases over the next two years
This plan, devised by Dr. Student Government elections in
for both resident and Sparks, resulted from a study or mid-April to allow for necessary
out-of-state students. But at the how lowering tuition fees for revisions In thyorganization if·
same time, he noted the budget out-of-state students who live the proposals are accepted.
assumes enrollment will hold its within a 100 mile radius.
New programs added
present level.
Sparks also made a
Undergraduate tuition for recommendation to the Board
The Board also lent its
Kentucky residents would be that an age 65 retirement policy support to fou r new major and
raised from $300 to $360 for for administrative officials be five
new minor programs
the 1972·73 school year and to established "Cor the good of the
(Continued on Pega 3 I
$420 the following year. University."

Student, faculty voices

Student rapresentatrve to the Board
of Regents Torn O'Dell (left), senior
f rom H o d genville, and faculty
rap,..ntativa Marion D. H- 11 of
t he biology department ware p r. .nt
at Se turday's Boa.-d me.ting.

Separate decisions made in appeal hearing
Results of the Board of
Regents hearing of the appeal of
the four black students were
released on February 4. The
Board met in a closed session
for three hours and decided on
the fo llowing disciptinary
measures.
James Mapp, Chattanooga,
Tenn., was expelled from tlie
University . Mapp, the
spokesman for the group, was
involved in a scume wtth apoliceman whi l e being
handcuffed.

Michae l Lowe r y.
Madisonville, was dismissed rrom
school fo r an unspecified
amount of time., but may apply
for readmission in the spring of
1973. Lowery is the president or
the Black Student Union.
Ulysses Parker, Louisville,
was suspended from school for
one semester. Parker, the
vice-president of the Black
Student Union, is on academic
suspension and would not have
been in school until the fall of
1972 anyway.

James Van Leer,
Madisonville, was placed on
social probation, which requires
that he stay in his dorm room
from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. five days a
week Van Leer was carrying the
black dignity C1ag when the
students entered the SUB
ballroom.
No plans for an appeal have
been made public, since the four
have received a federal court
order from a U.S. District Court.
Signed Feb. 4, the order
restrains enrorcement or the

Board of Regents penalties at
least until Feb. 1~. On that day
a bearing will be held to
determine whether to dissolve or
maintain the order.
Van Leer state that Williams
Kunstler and William Allison,
who represented them at the
hearing, wiU remain their
lawyers. Plans have been made,
both for legal action and campus
activities, but the students
refrained from revealing either at
this time.

Fridr{, Febru.-y 11, 1972

Donn change will be made

Dorm News

for men arulu:omen infall

New dorm sclwlarship policy
announced by Administmtion
t:llgible, out-of-state, high
school seniors who desire to
attend MSU benefited from a
change of policy in granting
dormitory scholarships. These
dormitory scholarships are for a
two-year waiver equivalent to
the basic cost of the dormitory
room and will be granted to 150
high school seniors and transfer
students of high academic
standing.
Charles Eldridge, public
relations officer said, "The
administration has set up a plan
with two-fold benefits. These are
to fill the dormitories and
attract top scholars from other
states." Eldridge added that the
grants were not retroactive and
would not affect those presently
enrolled at Murray State from
other areas.

Dorm housing
occupancy rate
hits 70 per cent
As anticipated, the
occupancy rate remained above
70 per cent for the spring
semester, 1972. The housing
ortice records indicate a total of
243 empty rooms in the regular
residence halls.
Residence hall occupancy
figures Indicate that
approximately 200 fewer men
are living off-campus this spring
and 100 fewer women in
comparison to the fall semester.
Approximately 600 dorm
residents are taking advantage of
the lower occupancy rate and
renting private rooms. Residents
desiring a private room should
contact their hall director to
determine If any or these rooms
are available In their building.
This spring 2,492 single
students are living in the
residence halls.

Student Health Service

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

thE

1 p.m.-3 p.m.
1 p.m.-3 p.m.
8 a.m.-10 a.m.
1 p.m.-3 p.m.
1 p.m.-3 p.m.
9 a.m.- 10 a.m.

LOST

Pair of glasses
Tortoise shell
Blue end White case
call 763-3531

Application

for

other

scholarship aid, such as subject
grants, must be completed and
post marked

by March 15.

Applications are to be made to
the school relations department
also.

Summer school housing
presently being set up
Tentative assignment of
dorms for the summer school
term are presently being
arranged by the housing office.
Women will be housed In Hester
Hall and men In Franklin Hall
for the summer school session.
The Summer Science
Institute, Industrial Education
Workshop, and Creative Writing
Workshop participants will live
in Springer Hall. These groups
will be made up primarily of
families. Each family will be
assigned to a suite or two rooms
having a private bathroom.
High school boys
participating in Project Upward
Bound and the Art Workshop
will be assigned to Richmond
Hall. Girls associated with these
two groups will stay at Clark
Hall.
Wells Hall will be rented by
a group ot men from Oklahoma

State University conducting a
class In conjunction with TV A at
the Land Between the Lakes.
These men will be in Murray for
eight weeks this summer
studying in the field of forestry.
Regents Hall will house a
national cheerleading camp and
a majorette camp for high school
girls. In addition, other groups
of women on-campus for a short
length of time will be housed in
this hall.
Other short term
conferences and conventions will
most likely be housed at Regents
Hall and White Hall. Included in
this group will be the State FHA
Convention and the Kentucky
Business and Office Distributive
Education Conference for
Teachers.
Housing rates for the
summer school term wlll be
announced within the next few

Fellowship.' to be offered

Students interested in a
career In public administration
in the national, state or local
government
may apply Cor a
A rush party for students
interested in joining Pi Omega Pi fellowship to study at two
business education fraternity different universities. Candidates
wlll be held Thursday Feb. 17 at must be American citizens who
7:30 p.m. in the faculty lounge have completed or who will
complete a bachelor's degree
of the Business Bldg.
witb
any recognized major by
Prospective members must
be business education majors June of 1972.
Each fellowship for single
with at least second semester
sophomore standing and a grade fellows has a total value of
point average of at least 3.0 in $4,600. The stipend is $3,300
and the remainder of the grant
business education.
Pi Omega Pi plans to raise consists of the remission of fees
funds for a $100 scholarship to and tuition .at the three
be awarded to a business cooperating universities.
education major next fall.

Doctor's hours at
Student Health Service are:

"July 1 is the deadline for
dormitory grants," Eldridge said.
"Application forms may be
obtained from high school
guidance counselors or from the
School Relations Department,
Murray State University,
Murray, Kentucky 42071."

Notations now on sale
for publication fund
The editors or the magazine
"Notations," the
publication or creative writing request. creative material of all
by the students and faculty of kinds--poetry, essays, short
Murray State, is now on sale for storeis, art work,
50 cents in the SUB and the photography--so that work may
begin on the next issue. The
English office in Faculty Hall.
deadline ate for new materials is
Copies can also be obtained March 15.
from either of the editors, Dr.
Kent Forrester or Dr. Charles
All interested people are
Daughaday. Financial support urged to donate their materials
trom sale of the magazine Is for consideration. Invitations for
needed Cor future editions.
cover designs are also extended.

Take Along

In public administration careers

Business majors
invited to join
by Pi Omega Pi

..

"To be eligible for the
grant, a high school senior must
be in the top third of his
graduating class or have a
composite score of 22 or above
on their ACT test," Eldridge
said. Transfer students must
have a 2.5 or above on a 4.0
system for their application to
be accepted.
Even though the grant is for
two years, the recipient must
maintain a 2.2 average and be In
good discipline standing for the
grant to be continued for the
second year. An additional
charge is made for non-regulated
dormitories iC the recipient
decides to live in one.

In an effort to equalize the and will be able to do so because
number of beds available to men of efforts initiated by TV A at
and women in the dormitorieJi, Golden Pond in conjunction
plans are being considered to with Murray State.
make additional changes in the
This conversion would also
make available Ordway Hall, a
use of the Cacilltles next faiL
By utilizing Hart Hall as a small non-air-conditioned dorm
women's dorm and Clark Hall located in the center or the
for men, the number of spaces campus, available for more
available to both sexes could be appropriate uses. This Idea has
equalized.
often been mentioned during the
This adjustment would past several years by both
make available approximately students, faculty and
2,000 beds for women and administration.
In evaluation changes made
1,600 for men. The plan would
serve the needs ot the student in the residence halls last year,
body at Murray State for the most persons involved feel
next several years, a&Suming worthwhile progress has been
there will be no drastic increase made. Specifically the
In enrollment. In addition, this installation of cablevision Into
plan would make available individual dorm rooms, the
private rooms which have freshman men's balls, the
become popular in the past few self-regulated hours donn for
women and the refrigerator
years.
Wells Hall would continue policy bave had appeal to
to be used for guest and on-campus residents.
An additional reason for Lhe
conference housing. A
concentrated effort is being Hart-Clark Hall change has been
. made by the University to the increase in number of men
contract groups to use this living in fraternity houses. A
majority of the fraternity houses
building.
For example, final have sleeping rooms and draw
arrangements are now being students who otherwise would
made to rent Wells Hall during reside in the dorms.
Final decisions on
the summer to Oklahoma State
University at Stillwater. They dormitory changes will be made
will be offering a graduate class before the distribution of room
at the Land Between the Lakes reservation forms for the fall
semester.

Each fellowship for married
fellows has a total value or
$5,000. The stipend is $3,700
and the remainder or the grant
consists of the remission or fees
and tuition at teh three
cooperating universities.
Beginning this June, fellows
will serve a 10-week internship
either with a department of the
state government in Ala., Ky., or
Tenn. or with a federal agency in
the south such as the TVA.
During the 1972-73
academic year, they will take
graduate courses in public
administration at the University
of Alabama, and either the

COME GROW WITH

A Sack Full Of

University or Kentucky or the
University of Tennessee.
Completion of the
12-month training period
entitles fellows to a certificate in
public administration. They can
be awarded a master's degree at
one of the two universities
attended upon passing a final
comprehensive examination.

COUNTRY HAM
On A Biscuit

2SC each

or 4 for 89C

Ph. 753-4953

Triangle Inn

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
3 Pancakes,Baco• or Sausa1e,
Egg (any style), Hot Syrup and Butter

99¢
Breakfast Anytime !

COBB

A representative from the Cobb County school
system, a suburban school system in the Atlanta area
will be on campus interviewing prospective teachers:
Monday, Feb. 14, 1972. Appointments may be
scheduled thru the placement office. Applicants who
are unable to schedule interviews and are interested in
employment in the Cobb County School System,
should contact:
Clinton J. Taylor
Asst. Superintendent
Cobb County Schools
Marietta, Ga. 30060
Ph. 404-422-9171

TRIANGLE INN
U.S. PRIME SIILOIN

STEAK DINNER
With baked potato or french fries
and crisp co11bination salad

$1.4 9

each MON. ·TUES.· WED.

Complete and Satisfying -Triangle 1111

EDITORIALS

I

The Board definitely has the
right to do this, but at the same
time is it ethical? First, it is very
difficult to get items on the agenda
as they must be submitted ten days
prior to the writing of it. The
Student Government, aware of this
deadline, worked diligently to see
that their work was completed so
that the Board would be able to
deal with Lhis material properly.

'

Phil Frank

FRANKLY SPEAKING

Regents show no change,
fail to consider is.yues
This past weekend the Board
of Regents met to discuss some
very important issues which had
been placed on their agenda.
Included in these items were the
proposed Student Government.
Constitution, Judicial system,
Speaker's policy and Student Bill of
Rights. However, the Board failed
to even discuss these matters and
decided to put them off until their
next meeting.

I
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Earlier the Bill of Rights was
presenLed at another Board
meeting, but was rejected as being
"to vague!' With much time and
revision five documents were
presented again, but no one gave
them a second lool::.
According to Tom O'Dell,
student rt>presentative to the Bonrd,

''When we came to these student
bills on the agenda it was suggested
that discussion of them be
postponed until after lunch as they
would take some time." This seems
like a reasonable proposal, but
when after lunch it was decided
that more time was needed for their
study in comparison to the other
documents now being used, an
objection was raised but to no avail.
It would appear that the
interests of the students are not
considered important, especially
when they are moved from the
middle of the agenda to last.
The Board did agree to have a
special meeting concerning at least
one proposal, the Constitution.
Student Government officials hope
to have a ruling on this document
before Spring elections as the
proposed constitution deals with
some major revisions in this area.
Perhaps this delay was needed,
but how long does it take to read
the material, especially if it will all
be rehashed in long discussions and
conLrov~rsy. How much, longer will
the Board of Regents keep putting
off the student or aren't they
eoncerned with U1em any more?

No white witness testified for blacks;

discipline issue is now racial conflict
The Board of Regents hearingof the appeal of the four black
students ended on February 1, after
two long days. For t.hose who
attended, the hearing seemed
unnecessarily long, even to the
point of boredom. Many witnesses
were allowed to ramble on
endlessly, repeating themselves and
providing uncalled-for
introspection. The point of all this
rambling was never clear. One of
the Regents even went to sleep
during the second day of the
hearing, and it's a wonder more did
not follow his example.

white witnesses showed up for the
students.

It seems to be more than a
coincidence that the witnesses who
testified for the University were all
white, while those testifying for the
students were all black. An attempt
was made by the students, however,
to change this. William Allison,
their lawyer, made an appeal at the
beginning of the hearing. asking the
Regents to use their influence in
persuading two teachers to testify
at the hearing. Allison stated that
the students had contacted Miss
Clara Eagle and Dean Prince, but
could not get an agreement from
them to appear. Dr. Sparks stated
that Miss Eagle was ill and Dean
Prince had served on the
Disciplinary Committee, so both
were unable to attend. Allison,
however, sugge~ted that job
intimidation played an important
factor in their excuses not to
appear. Allison diu not reveal what
the witnesses might say; at any rate,
his request was denied, and no

Perhaps it might be true, as
James Overbey stated, that the
decision the Regents made was a
question of discipline. After all, the
students did interupt an alumni
function. The alumni came to the
luncheon to talk and relax, not to
listen to a Ust of complaints about a
University that was now remote to
them. But even if it did start out as
a question of discipline, it ended as
a racial issue. As Allison stated, the
fact that Lhose students
demonstrating were black 'lllade a
critical difference in the hearing
and testimony of the witnesses The
whole incident has now become a
question of racial discrimination, a
monster that has supposedly been
in its cave for over a century.

No black witnesses were called
for the University. Some witnesses
stated that they were unsure at to
whether or not any black MSU
alumni attended the banquet. One
black alumna, Mrs. Mary Crawford,
testified that she did not even
receive an invitation to the
luncheon. At any rate, if there were
any black alumni there, the
University seemed to have made no
attempt to locate them and
integrate their testimony.

After having received unfair
sentences, the stttd(lnts have
appealed Lo the district court,
looking for justice. May they at
long last, find it.

'YES, BUT

CJr(

HE ~BBLE.~'
In~/ E:

tANJIN6,MIQI.

Letters to the editor
Protests expuJ~ion
Dear Editor:
For what it is worth, I wish
to protest the recent decision of
the Board of Regents expelling.
suspending or placing on
probation the four Black
studenl-; who demonstrated at
the alumni banquet.
lt is admltlt'dly difficult for
any White American to
appreciate lhl' political, sonal
and educational pressure on
Blac'k people ln the Umted
States today. If thr decision of
the Regents (and the faculty
disciplinary committee before
them) is any indication, most of
us would much rather hide
behind the cover of "legality"
than admit that lhe legitimate
aspirations or Black people are
simply not met by existing laws.
lt would be at WOI'l:lt,
unwise, and at best, pointless, to
say that many people at Murray
State are racist. Suffice it to say
merely that the decision of the
Board of Regents amply
confirms the fact that legality
and injustice are quite
compatible.
In loyalty to Murray State, I
can no longer sin by silence. The
regrettable action of the faculty
committee and the Board or
Regents is a blot on the good
name of Murray State
University.
Ken Wolf
Department of History

Timt•-kecper

~oofs'~

Dear Editor:
J have just sat through a

very ext.rodinary evening. First, I
wish to congratulate the Color
Guard on a very patriotic scene
while the Pep Band played our
National Anthem. Again, very
weU done.
Next my nightmare began.
It is not the first lime that it has
happened. Leave it to the time
keeper to balance a win or loss
in pushing his little switch. I can
name at least Cou~ other
instances in which the time
keeper has failed in his tasks.
Many times it Is ignorance on his
part. For example, with two
seconds to go and Western with
the ball, a long three.quarter
pass was thrown. Everybody
Camilar with basketball knows
Ule clock does not slarl until the
ball is touched by an inbou nds
pI ayer. I nstcad of anyone
touching the ball, time ran out.
with the ball in mid-ait.

I believe Lhal the time
lf.eeper has a very tedious job,
especially in a close game. So
come on .Mr. Time Keeper, get
on the ball.
Charles A. Martin
Que~ I ions

"lt•ws

Drar Editor:
The Murrnv State News
its rcadt-rs. the
re.:ders being th~ MSU student
body. ThiS n£WSpaper Is not for
I.!Jc alumni, It LS not for the
faculty, • it is not for the
administration . Your
responsibility lies with the
pe,ople who it is your duty to
inform of news that is or their
intere:;l-these people are the
students.
Supposedly the newspaper
is run solely by students, people
who want to commu nicate to
their peers. This communication
should not be flavored with lhe
p rejudice, bias, and overly
conservative opinions of your
owners - the alumni and the
administration.
The Murray State News has
fa•led at fulfilling the basic
purpose o f journalism · the
obligation to communication.
Perhaps a liberal newspaper on a
conservative camp us is too much
to expect. For the sake of the
future of this University, I hope
not.

stntr is falling

John Gannon
Ed itor's Note:
The staff of Murray State News
watc:omes any letters, a rticles, c:anoons, and
pictures from Univel"ii1y students and
faculty.

tlurrnu... &tntr Nrws
Murray State University
111 Wilson Hall
609 College Station
Murray, Ky. 42071

Entezed as eeconcl-class mail at the post
office in Murray, Ky.
Natlonal representative
is National
Educational Advutising sei'Vices. 360
Lexington Ave.. New York, N.Y. 10017.
The Murray State Nf'ws 1s prepared and
edited by the ioumallsm studml.tl undtt the
advlsershlp of Prof. Edgar P, Trottez. Thi•
ortlcbl
publicaUon of Murray Stllte
UniversitY Is published each £•'rlday In the
fall a,nd BPring semeSI.l•rs ncept holldaya,
vncattons and exam dan.
Opinions
expresslld are tbos,e or editors or other
sfanod ~vrltera.. These oplnionn do not
!JliCess~>rlly represent
the views or Lhc
Journalism faculty or uf the Unlvenilty,

Murrey St11t11 NIWI
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Sound Off!

explanation of board's decision

Student Suggestions
I would like to suggest that the spring final schedule be
published at the earliest possible date so that students can make
their summer plans accordingly.
Last semester the NEWS worked for an earlier release of the
information so that students could arrange for transportation home.
Again the NEWS will try to print the schedule as soon as it is
released.
Would It be possible for Murray to have pre-registration? Many
olhcr universities have this and found that it works well .
A.W.
As to the question of pre-registration. lt is always being
considered, but an Immediate change in the system is not
forthcoming. Fall registration schedules are already set up and the
r~istrar se~m to feel that the present system works quite well.

1 would like to suggest that a bus service be started on campus
during the colder months. This bus could run for at least morning
classes, 7:30, 8:30 and 9:30 when the weather is very cold.
D.B.
This is an excellent idea. So far we have not been able to find
· out much about this plan and what the figures of cost would be. We
hope to have this Information at a later date.
If this suggestion was approved by the administration, would
the students be willing to pay a small service charge for use of the
bus. Perhaps a trip up or down the hill would cost 3 cents or 5 cents.
Also, central meeting places would have to be in effect so that all
students could avail themselves of this service.
Jn view of the success of Regents HaU and its no hours, is there
any consideration being given to the possibility of another dorm
having no hours?
Other donns will be considered if the adminL'>tration finds lhat
another dorm i~> needed. At present Regents still has unot·cupied
rooms and until these are filled there is no need for a second dorm.
If a girl wishes to have no hours she must obtain a permission
card from Mr. Mobley in housing.

What happened to ...
Why hasn't Sigma Chi answered PanheUenic's letter about Derby
Day procedures they want changed? It was sent over three months
ago, and don't they deserve the courtesy of a reply?
R.B.H.
The letter asked that publicity prior to Derby Day be limited,
and that all events be mystery ones, thus eliminating lengthy
practices. It also suggested that the spirit trophy be awarded on the
groups participation on Derby Day only.
When asked, Sigma Chi could give no reason for their failure to
reply to Panhellenic's letter. They would like to apologize for this
over-sight and plan to answer the letter as soon as possible.

Rumors around campus
There is a rumor around campus that registration for the fall
semester will begin on a Saturday, and continue on the following
Mon. and Tues. Classes will begin on the Wed. instead of the usual
Thurs.
It is confirmed that registration for the fall semester will begin
on Saturday instead of the customary Mon. However, this will .not
apply to the entire student body. Only ~duate. students,, rught
classes and special groups, such as athletes, will regJSter on this day.
The rest of the student body will register on the Mon. and Tues.
The purpose of tllis early registration date is to have the
semester completed earlier than before and enable students to return
home on Dec. 20 rather than Dec. 23 as it was this year.

Spireno
Has anybody thought that the upcoming Spireno visit violates
the "separation of church and state" concept? As Munay State is a
state supported institution and a revival will use its facilities, Spireno
could be viewed in this light. No one really believes this though as
Spireno is good for us, isn't It? The sad fact is that someone or some
group has decided that this revival is "good", therefore "good" for
this campus and the people in this area. I wonder if it was the same
group that decided Spireno is "good" also decided that William
Kunstler was "bad"? Someone else's value judgements have decided
what is good and bad for us and who comes to visit our campus and
use our school facilities. Sad we don't know "good" from "bad."
J.Q.P.
Although Spireno might turn out to be a fantastic experience,
the sticker-distributors are getting carried away with their
advertising. Not only is there a sticker in every store window and on
every bulletin board, they are also appearing on such things as class
blackboards. This is just as destructive as the posters tacked on the
trees last fall, since the sticky stuff will not wipe off the board after
the blue and pink thing is taken down.

K.I.
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Student Rep. Tom O"Dell gives
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GUEST EDITORIAL
Tom O'Dell is the student
repr-ntativl to the Board of
Regents and is elected by the
students..

Last week was quite a busy
one for the Board of Regents.
On Monday and Tuesday the
Board conducted a diseiplinary
hearing the results of which have
since been appealed to the
Federal Courts. Then, on
Saturday, the Regents met in
their regular quarterly meeting.
At both the disciplinary
hearing on Monday and
'l' uesday, and the regular
meeting on Saturday several
interesting Issues arose. On these
issues I feel the students may
desire some explanation. As the
student representative to the
Board of Regents It is my duty
to represent the Interests of the
student bodv at the Board
meetings. However, since I am,
by law, not given a vole at the
meet.lngs, the limitations on my
ability to fully represent the
students is obvious. Due to this
lack of voting power, it appears
to me that the only manner in
which 1 can make known lo the
student body my positions on
the issues before the Board is
through such articles as this.
In this editorial I wiU
attempt to relate to the student.<>
(and other readers) the
arguments I advanced at the
recent Board of Regents
meetings. Hopefully, the
Regents will understand the
need for this slightly
unorthodox statement of
position and that they will
realize the need for such a
statement due to my inability at
the meetings to go on record as
either for or against particular
issues.
First of all, at the
disciplinary hearing on Monday
and Tuesday, it was my
Interpretation of the testimonry
that the four black students
facing charges had been far less
in the wrong than some would
assume. The fact that in the
announcement of the Board's of
punishment the decision was
listed as unanimous obscured the
fact that my opinion was not

counted in the announcement.
In all the discussions on the
event in question (the students
'forcible entry into last fall's
alumni banquet) never once did
I hear any adm lnistrator
speculate on what the outcome
of tht' event would have been If
the students had been allowed to
briefly air their grievances al the
function (this was their slated
purpose for coming). Rather,
they were immediately told to
leave because they hadn't
previously requested permission
to appear. The black students'
reception was perhaps somewhat
colder than that which a group
of football players requesting
funds to purchase "astra turr'
for their new field might expect.
One can only hope that the
black students rnce had nothing
to do with this cold reception.
Action on the five Student
Organization documents
presented was delay£•d until the
next meeting of the Board. A
decision on the documents was
postponed unUI the revised
Student Org. Constitution could
be compared with the one being
used at presenl. However, It
seems obvious that action could
have been taken on at least three
of t.he other four bills. These
were: (1) Judicial Procedures at
MSU, (2) Student Bill of Righlo;,
(3) a resolution calling for public
Board or Regents meetings. and
(4) Policy and Guidelines for
non-University Speakers.
Perhaps a case could also be
made for a delay of
consideration of the Judicial
Procedures document. But I feel
the students deserved a decision
on the other three. The Student
Bill of Rights is a new
enumeration of student
freedoms. No similar document
presently exists at Murray State.
Thus, no comparison could be
made between it and an existing
document. ln declining to take
action on the resolution dealing
with an open-meetings policy for
the Board, several of the Regents
stated that the Board meetings
are already open to the public,
and that any interested party

Pboto b:r A.lan R.aidt

could attend.
Even though Dr. M.D.
Hassel, faculty representative to
the Board, spoke in favor of
acting on the speaker's policy, it
too was held over until the next
meeting.
The student body had voted
on and approved each of these
documents (excluding the
resolution to establish an open
Board meeti~ policy). It seems
the Board or Regents showed a
blatent disregard of student
interests by refusing to take
action on the proposals.

A tribute to Valentine's Day: a Romance Primer
By KAREN ISBELL

Look, look, look. See the man.
He is not here for school.
He came for another reason.
Love, love, love.
Hear him talk love to all the girls.
Talk, boy, talk.
Talk of love.
In the Woods Hall lobbv.
At the drive-ln. At the Palace.
Some call him male chauvinist.
Why not use a four letter word: wolf.
Chapter 2: The Husband Hunter
Look up. Look down. Look all around
That's what she does at school.
Mama told her, "Find a nice boy."
"Settle down."
Marry, marry, marry.
Learn to cook. Cook, cook, cook.
Learn to sew. Sew, sew, sew.
Ah yes. She believes in love.
As long as it's attached to a husband.
Chapter 3: Sweet Young Thing
Tee hee hee. Hear her giggle.
She is sweet and innocent.
She believes in love.
At least the way it is in movies..
Look, girl, look.
See the wolf (chapter 1).
"Ah, love," he says. Love, love. love.
Oh, Oh, Oh. Watch out, girl.
Soon she will know what college is all about.

Chapter 4: The Pinning
Pass, pass, pass. See the candle.
Someone JS pmned.
Sigh, sigh, sigh.
She believes in love.
He believes in love.
That's why they're pinned.
So why did it last only one month?
Chapter 5: The Real Thing
Search, search, search.
See the boy.
See the girl.
They are looking for some solid love.
Date, date, date. Look, boy, look.
Look, girl, look.
See each other? It can be real.
No games. That's the best love to have.
Chapter 6: Love and Marriage
Ring, bell!;, ring.
It is a wedding.
See the boy. See the girl.
Why are they getting married?
Did she forget her pill?
No. No. No. They are in love.
They are old-fashioned.
They think love and marriage
go together.
Good, good. good.

-~----------~--------------------------------------~~~~~~~~--~--~~~~~~~~~--~
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From psyclwlogy departnwnt

Troubled students seek help
"Nobody understands me. I
feel alone; nobody really cares
what happens to me."
It's a scary, sad world when
you have no one to tum to, and
there appears to be no help in
sight.
Yet it's a problem that is
common among any large group
of people, and a college campus
Is no exception.

The MSU Psychological
Center, psychologi,;ts and
psychology students try to
bring help to the students who
consult them.
"We offer counseling In
psychotherapy for a wide range
of problems , "
Thomas
Muehleman, assistant director or
the Psychological Center said.
''From the situational kind

(boy-girl break up) to a more
long-term kind of chronic
personality hang-up, where the
relationships would extend over
a long period."
The major portion of the
clients, about 45 people, consult
with the second-year graduate
students under direct supervision
of Bernard Segal, director, and
Dr. Muehlernan.

Dr. Muehleman, who joined
the MSU staff last semester,
stressed the confidentiality of
the center. As he put it, "The
material that the students bring
in with the therapist is
con fidential- · between the
therapist, client and supervisor.
"Without that we couldn't
be or service to the students.
That's one of the important
aspects of the center," he added.
The location of the center,
on the second noor of Wells
Hall, works toward that
direction. "We're isolated, which
adds to the confidentiality," Dr.
Muehleman said.
Dr. Muehleman himself is
especially concerned with the
work or the center. He enjoys
the opportunity of working with
students in the University
atmosphere.
"My main interest is In
social teaming and in using
behavior therapy type
approaches in dealing with
problems they come in with," he
said.
Before coming here, he had
planned to set up his private
practice in New Orleans.

Photo by Bob Bau

DISCUSSING PSYCHOTHERAPY PROCEDURES with
a graduate student Is Dr. ThomaS Muahleman.

"And Pass the
Ammunition"
" 'I heard a voice behind me
saying 'Praise the Lord and pass
the ammunition!' I turned and
:;aw Chaplain Forgy walking
along the line of men. He was
patting the men on the back and
making that remark to cheer
them and keep them going. I
know it helped me, too.' "
The words above grace the
introduction or a book written
by a fomieiMurray minister,
Howell M. Forgy, who died
recently at his home in
Glendora, Calif.
They tell the story. through
the eyes of Lt. E. F. Woodland,
the phrase originated by
Chaplain Forgy on the U.S.S.
New Orleans during the attack
on Pearl Harbor. It later became
the title of one of World War ll's

.

S41Cond-yur graduate students in psycholotv handle
most of the c. . load at the Psychological Center.

most popular songs as well as a
well-known saying in American
folklore.
Rev. Forgy, who was the
first full-time minister of the
First Presbyterian Church
located at 16th and Main streets
here, used the phrase to exort
sailors and Marines during the
attack.
He left the Murray church
to become a chaplain In the
Navy, and was stationed aboard
the cruiser New Orleans when
the Japanese struck.
As he recalled in his book,
"And Pass The Ammunition,"
which is round in the MSU

•

•
•
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Forgy came to Murray in
1939 when, after conducting a
revival meeting al. Mayfield, he
was approached by a delegate
from the Murray church.
As McDowell put it, "When
he (Forgy) was called to Murray,

he round nine Presbyterians,
$100 in the bank, a lot, and a
desire for a church." At that
time, the church members had
been meeting In various homes
and in the county court room at
the Calloway County
Courthouse.
"When he left there to
report for Navy duty, one year
later,'' McDowell added, "He
took with him Louise Morgan
from the choir as his bride and
left a congregation of more than
100 persons In a new church
building."

that never falls.

II
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ONE TO A CUSTOMER

men during the fury of battle
and furnished a song writer with
an inspiration, but told in a
nutshell Forgy's philosophy
or life, war, and relgion. They
give an idea of the way he
combined the spiritual with the
practical amid the realities or
war."

Send the love potion

the ship were inoperable and
electrical power was knocked

~

•
•
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out. The crewmen on the New
Orleans formed a "bucket
brigade" operation and passed
ammunition up the ship's gun
crews.
"The boys were getting
dog-tired," the chaplain noted.
"All I did was slap them on the
backs and say, 'Praise the Lord
and pass the ammunition,' ", he
added.
According to the writer or
the introduction of "And Pass
The Ammunition,'' Jack S.
McDowell, "Those seven
Immortal words . . . not only
encouraged weary, exhausted

library, ammunition hoists on

ww

IN HIS RESEARCH involved with
trying to reduc:a anxiety for students
who ere afraid of making speeches In
front of grups, Dr. Thomas
Muehleman, assistant director of the
Psychological Canter uses
audio-visual equipment.

Murray minister coined song title

r • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •• • •
GOOD FOR ONE

' 'The call of the glamour. at
least for me, of private practice
was really a difficult decision,"
he commented. But he was
quick to add, "I'm pleased with
the way things have turned out."

'Photo by Bob Baar
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Finest, freshest ,'lowers
professionally_ arranged
in a re-usable, satinwhite ceramic container.
Available only from your
FTD Florist. Just s~p
in or give us a call. We
can send our "LoveBundle" almost anywhere in the country.

$12.50

-

SHIRLEY"~S
753-3251

Put her under your spell.
Send her the FTD Love Bundle.
Usnlly av~llable for
This big. bright bouquet of
le" th~n $1250*
freshly-cut flowers and Valen•
tine trimmings is imaginatively
blended in a beautiful ceramic
.
bowl of world-famous Haeger Pottery. Order
a LovoBundl• wly so tho! ;1" "' wo•k hs mogk
all week. You can send one almost anywhere by
simply contacting your nearby FTD Florist. (Hint I He
can send candy with your fl owers, too.)
But start plotting now. V.:~lentine's Day is Monday.

li

The FTD

LoveBundle~

• A• ~n indtp~ndm t buslne..m~n, each FTD McmbN Florist sets his own prl~s.
<D 1972 rlori• ls' T u nswtltld Oellvrry As•oclatlon

Cites students' efforts

Franklin pro~
geography library

REMEMBERING THE PLACES AND FACES she saw on her world tour, Susan Barr has a
sparkle In her eyes as lhelhows slides of har trip.

World tour
Floating campus rnemories unforgettablE;
coed says opportunity "too good to m,iss"
By MARLA HORNER
Asst. Feature Editor

A six·day safari in Africa
and a plane trip ~9 the Taj
Mahal- just two of the many
high points in Susan Barr's
semester at sea.
"You should really try to
go! " was a frequent interjection
as :vi iss Barr related a few of her
many memorable experiences on
her world tour last semester with
the World Campus Afloat
program.
~ er
most impressive
experience "would have to be
the plane trip to Bombay and
the Taj Mahal," said Miss Barr.
But first, what started all
this?
" I didn't hear of it (Campus
Afloat) until last spring, and the
opportunity just looked so great
that I had to go," Miss Barr
explained.
Thy idea itself was faidy
new to Murray State, which was
the first college In Kentucky to
be included in the program.
Students are allowed to earn a
semester's credit of work aboard
an 83,000 ton ocean liner while
on a world tour.
The "floating campus" has
classes in the arts, humanities,
and some sciences, and provides
the added advantage of studying
world cultures while in the home
ports of those cultures.
Preparations for the trip
included "just packing, mostly.
We could take bicycles, scuba
gear, motorcycles, almost
anything we wanted," Miss Barr
explained.
"1 already had a passport,
but I had to go all the way to
Cincinnati to get my yellow
fever shot. I had to have six or
seven other shots,'' she added.
0 n ly one word could
describe the clas.c;es J;he took on
the ship. "Terrific!"
She took 17 hours all of
which transferred here under
professors who were from all
over the U.S.
In New York, she met John
Lindsay; in Capetown, ~outh
Afrien, she met Dr. Christian

Barnard, the well-known heart
surgeon.
"Capetown is so modern,
especially compared with some
of the other ports where we
stopped," said Miss Barr.
"I saw a lot of things that
made marks In my life. In India I
saw a mother cutting off her
child's arnt. They do this to
injure the children so they wiU
be better beggars," she
commented.
Miss Barr took scuba d iving
lessons in Hawaii and a Yoga
class on the ship. She witnessed
a Hindu cremation, festivals, saw
outdoor markets, and sacred
cows inside the stores.
Speaking of the many
d ifferent peoples Miss Barr
explained, " l can't say primitive
because the people seem to
know so much more about life
than we do. I've dropped the
words 'primitive' and 'heathen'
from my vocabulary because
they don'L seem to describe
anybody.
"We had orientations before
each port," she continued.
"Every port was such a great

experience. I learned such a
massive amount."
The excited yet wistful tone
of her voice makes it p lain that
another similar trip would be
welcome.
"In class sometimes I'll be
thinking about something I did
in India or Africa," Miss Barr
commented.
In Singapore she visited the
House of Jade; in Africa, 'fsano
National Park.
"There was such beautiful
scenery, and at the festivals the
people all weaJ' such colorful
clothes."
"Isn't it beautiful!" was a
frequent exclamation as we
viewed a small portion o r the
800 slides she came back with.
The Impact of the semester
around the world has prompted
Miss Barr, a senior home
economics major, to sign up
with TWA to become an
international airline stewardess
for two years after graduation.
Her final comment? "I'd
love to go ~ain! You really
should go!"

Campus Casual Sho

100 N. 15th St.
Swimsuits
by Bobbie Brooks, Roxsanne

Five hundred letters, 2,500
''The only cost to the
volumes, and a lot of work equal University was for the stamps,"
a geography library. The library, said Franklin. "AU books were
now in full operation for over a senl free."
year in Wrather Hall, is the
Most of the bookcases were
direct result. or the efforts of salvaged from other offices when
W.A. Franklin and David Irwin the sociology department moved
of the geography department, to Faculty Hall.
and Ivan Potter, a former
Each volume in the library
geography student.
is catalogued and has detailed
ll all started when Franklin cross-referencing. 'fhere is a
began teaching urban geography main entry for each volume with
in 1966.
a description on the card. For
"I had some very energetic each subject or location covered
students." said Franklin. "One in the volume, there Is a
(Ivan Potter) became Involved In cross-reference card. This chore
geography and planning. I want alone took almost a year.
to give him credit for the idea
Although it is a specialized
and the work."
library, students from other
The geography department departments l;lse it also. The
was lacking in materials on library is open 8 :30 a.m.·3 :30
urban planning. They wrote city p.m. Monday through F riday.
mayors, planrung agencies {both
Potter, the diligent student
public and private), and many who helped start all this, is now
cities in Kentucky as well as working as a planner for the
some foreign cities.
state of Kentucky. He has come
"We asked for material to the library to use books that
dealing with plannlng-.urban or the state of Kentucky does not
regional," said Franklin. "The have.
response was terrific."
"It's been five years since
The result: a geography we sent those first letters." said
library complete with maps or Franklin. "In a year we will send
all kinds, books and pamphlets. this sort of letter once again."
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808 Chestnut

Valoe Mart & Outlet

BIG SALE
SPORT COATS
SUITS $16 - $26
One Table Of

One Table Of

PANTS
$2

SHIRTS
$2

SHOES
All House

$4
Men's & Boy's

Shoes- Pajamas
Luggage

1/2 PRICE

Get Free Pair of Socks With
First Quality

20% Off

KNIT PANTS

On Girls'

See Our Line Of

J .P. ONLY
For The Jr. Petite

All
Weather
Coats

Dresses, all for juniors by Vicky Vaughn, Vicky
Petite, J .P.'s, Alfreda
Merryline Bras

all for spring and summer

Come ,jn and lay yours away early,
while there's a good selection.
Your Bank Americard is welcome.

Baby Stretch

Baby

PAJAMAS
$1.25

BUNTING
$3.98 Now $3

-
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Valentine's:
A day for lovers
''Smncwhen! lht>rt> wrritt'llr in thL~ world of ours
For mu! lorw soul mwther lonely soul.
Each choosing each through all the weary hours,
And nu~eting strangely at one sudden goal,
'l'l11•n blt•nd they, Like green lem'e~ with golden flowers,
lrr l o one bl'tm tiful and perfect whole:
And lift• 's long night is end1•d, and the way
tifJ.~ open on ward to t!lernul day."
Hdwin Arnold

$1.00 off on all

Record Library

LP 's and Tapes
at

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

Music listening made more p leasum ble

Di xie la nd Center
N ew shi pm ent in cl udes

Are you listening to more
music and enjoying It less?

The starr or the new,
expanded Record Library hopes
to make that complaint become
a thing or the past.
The Record Library,
ronnerly located on the second
floor in the annex or the new
Fine Arts Bldg. bas been moved
to room 103 to provide more
space and better service to
students.
For the best in sound
reproduction, the library has
purchased Acoustic Research
turntables, considered by many
to be the best on the market.
The best in amplifiers, headsets,
and cassette tape recorders add
to the serviceability o{ the
library.
Library personnel consists
of a mixture of both faculty and
students. A Record Library
committee, consisting of music
faculty members, set up the
procedures and rules by which
the library is run.
Student employees of the
music department, of which

there are nine, are the only ones supply of music reference books.
directly involved in the physical Future ·plans also call for an
operation or the Record Library. office and a conference room to
They are responsible for be used for group listening.
operating the equipment and
For those wno are
catalogina all new materials.
interested, the Record Library
bas a small collection of old 78
The new Record Library rpm recordings, some of which
facilities will accomodate as include Erico Caruso and other
many as 120 people at a time. such artists.
Twenty-five of those can enjoy
During the past four years,
private listening through the use the inventory of the Record
of headsets.
Library has expanded greatly,
growing from less than a
Since students aren't thousand records to the present
allowed to check out records, total of about 2000.
they may bring a portable tape
recorder to tape the music. In
some cases, the librarians will
even make the tapes for the
students.

REO SPEEDWAGON LP

Don't forgetl

Although the Record
Library now houses only records
and musical scores, It is hoped
that the services will soon be
extended to include a limited

~the
of Dimes

808 Chestnut
753-6100
We Deliver
Try your talent at designing. Select your own flowers or
we will assist in arranging.

*artificial trees & plants
*dried flowers
•basketsplanters- vases
*artificial flowers
*babies
breath
*eucalyptus
•various fruits
*styrofoam
*gift items
*floral arrangements for all occasions
BRING YOUR OWN VASE OF HEIRLOOMS AND WE
WILL ARRANGE FOR YOU

Parties. Gifts. Hospitals . Funeral . Cemetery

Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Feb. 11,12,13

''Baretoot
in the ,r,
Para
FAI.SAT: Dinner at 7

SUN at 5

Phone 362-4271 for Reservations

P~~g~ 9

Friday, Febru1ry 11, 1972

Dorm decor
Create a room with distinction
by adding small p ersonal touches
Decorating a donn room or
an apartment can be a challenge
to anyone's creativity. It takes a
flair for good design plus some
extra cash, and spare time but in
the end you can make your pad
a special world--not just a room,
by adding your own individual
touches.
A bit of thought, splashes of
color and additional furniture
can help create a more striking
and practical arrangement
regardless of whether you live in
a dorm or have apartment.

No matter how "neat" an
arr angement your room is
currently in, it tends to get old
after awhile. If you're in the
mood for a change-move!

Even furnished rooms and
apartments lack those extra
tables, drawers, foot lockers and
chairs that add good looks and
utilize empty spaces to your
convenience.

Major pieces of furniture
often limit room arrangements,
but lots can be done and still
vary things. In large rooms try
positioning large dressers or
desks as penisulas. For small
rooms, placing furniture against
the walls wiJI leave more noor
space.

Scatter rugs In bright colors
can warm-up a room and
coordinate areas in the room.
Colorful curtains can also do a
lot to dress-up the window area,
especially If Lhere are blinds.
Shelves that are made to fit
at the window, over the sink or
above existing shelves. Orange
crates or scrap lumber can be
covered with contact paper or
painted to make useful shelves
cheaply. Small shelves are useful
for storing cosmetics near the
sink or vanity. Makc-shit:t book
cns(!S are easily builL using bloc;ks
or bricks to support the shelves.
A folding wooden rack hung
on the wall makes a '~onvenient
place for hats, belts and scarves.
lt adds an Interesting focal point
to the room , and keeps
ncces~ori(~S handy.
Extra lloor or desk lighls
have added value for a room.
Mirrors can be hung on the
closet doors or on the wall and
often help give the allusion of a
larger room.
Of all these and the Infinite
additions that can be made to a
room, most of these items can
serve a purpose other than being
purely ornamental.
The color of Lhe walls in a
room Is a basic factor to
consider in planning to decorate
or redecorate. To brighten pale,
drab rooms, use as much color as
possible. 1t Is usually better to
avoid using many black and
while decorations.
Insufficient lighting in a
room can also create a dingy
atmosphere, especially where the
walls are a neutral color.
'I'o compensate for drab
walls the majority of people put
up posters that they have
bought. 'I'his type of decorating
Is Cine, bul it falls to make the
lasting Impression that
do-it-yourself cutouts. designs
and crafts could make.
Some people maintain that
It · takes nearly all year t.o get
their room to looking as they
want It to look. These people are
the collectors who depend upon
the yearly accumulation of
trinkets and such to brighten
their room.

Pboto by Alan Raldt
A COZY CORNER in a dorm room un be ~~:hieved wrth a bit of
Imagination and talent. This colorful addition was fixed by Susan
Ridgway, a •nior art major from Owensboro. She designed and
made both the chair 1nd partition in the pictu,. above.

PhOto by Alan Raidt

WITH PATTERN AND MATERIAL It h1nd, these women 1re among the
20 participating in 1 beginning clothing class offered on Mondl'( nights by
the home IConomlcs dep1rtment. The elliS which meets for three hours is
taught by Sue Fairless, • clothing Instructor in the department,

Monday night design class
popular .among sewing set
The increasing popularity of
night classes with both students
and area people alike is evident
in the Monday evenine clothing
class, taught by Sue FairltlSS in
the home economcis
department.
The course, which Is the
same as the Clothing 121 class
offered during the day, meets on
Monday nights from 6 to 9 . Lt ls
for non-home cc majors only,
and consists of 20 women.
According to Miss Fah'lcss,
Lhose enrolled aro taking the
course because they really want
to learn how to sew or improve
the skills they already have.
Mnny of the class members nrc
married students who are taking
the course for practical reasons.
This same night course was
taught last fall. Since there were
many people interested in iL and
the class was limited to 20, the
horne economics department
offered the clothing class again
this spring.
Each member of the class is
required to do two hours of

additional work per week since
iL is a lab course. The
department is open on
Wednesday afternoons and
assistance is available for those
who need it.
included in class studies arc:
line and dress desing, pattern
fi l ting and alteralions, and
pressing nncl cpnstruction
techniques. Gannents made
during the semester are a dress
and 2-piece pantsuit.
The instructor of the class,

Miss Fairless, has been a member
of the department for two years.

Please turn in any,
news events or
activities to
The News
by no?n Mon.
pnor to
Fri. publications.

LET US

DO YOUR
PRINTING
• POLITICAL-CAMPAIGN MATERIALS

Inform a I Modeling
of
Spring Sportswear
a nd o the r fashions
Sat. a fterno on

Feb. 12

FREE REFRESHMENTS

LITTLETON ' S
The Happy Yellow Store

• DANCE & BANQUET INVITATIONS
• CHAPTER NEWS LETTERS
• PROGRAMS & POSTERS

MAYFIELD
PRINTING CO.
PHONE 247-5814
S. SUTTON LANE

MAYFIE LD, KY.
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Social Whirl

Rush dances celebrate cupid's custom
LAMBDA CID ALPHA •
Lambda Chi A l pha
Fraternity will have their
Valentine's dance tomorrow
night from 8-12 at the Ritz
Hotel in Paducati. Dress is
semi-formal.
Lambda Chi's smoker will
be Sunday night at the
Woodmen of the World Bldg.
"Clap Hands, Here Comes
Charlie" will entertain. Dress is
coat and tie.

SIGMANU
The brothers of Sigma Nu
will hold a rush function at
Shakey's in Clarksville tonight.
The group will leave at 7 p.m.
The Sigma Nu Smoker wiU be
Sunday night from 8-10.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Kasey Sondergard,
Louisville and Cathy Hyland,
Fulton, were installed as active
little sisters of the Golden Heart
at a formal ceremony in the
house last Monday night.
The following girls were
installed as pledges or the little
sisters.
Barbara Chamberlain and
Karen Slimick, Louisville;
Marshall L. Dorgan, Benton;
Margaret Ann Jones, Bowling
Green; Mary Rice, Lafayette,
lnd.
Tonight there will be a spirit

Black Greeks
talent show
set tomorrow
A Greek Show, sponsored
by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
will be held tomorrow night at 7
a.m. in the University School
Auditorium.
Talent competilion will take
place between black Greeks
from Murray as well as Western
Kentucky Univen;ity, Lemoyne
Owen College, Southern Illinois
Univen;ity and Kentucky State
Unive~ity .

Charlotte Arnold, chairman
or the show said that proceeds
will help furnish the Della Sigma
Theta sorority room.
After each organization
performs, trophies will be
awarded for Best Dressed, Best
Individual Performance and Best
All Around.
There will be studenL and
faculty judges. The show is open
to the public. Admis:.ion is 75
cents.

party and tomorrow night there
will be a Valentine's party from
8-1. Both parties are at the
house. Dress is casual.
Reed Bolus from Western
Kentucky University and Ed
Rundolph from Vincennes
Junior College have transfered to
the Epsilon chapter.

ALPHA DELTA PI
The following girls were
initiated into Alpha Delta Pi
Social Sorority last weekend:
Pat Berschied, Paducah; Karen
Blankenship, Beaver Dam;
Debbie Burt, Clay City, lll.;
Susan Cameron and Phyllis
Woodard, Hopkinsville.
Barbara Chamberlain and
Judy McKean, Louisville; Anne
C r etaro, Pekin, Ill.; Donna
Cunningham, Greenville; Alisa
Dukes, Valley Station; Pam
LeBreacht, Chester, Ill.; Debbie
Lowemstein , Cadiz.
Kathy Oliver, Union City,
Tenn.; Do n na Schiavo n e,
Ya r dville, N.J.; Cathy
Schomaker, Albers, Ill.; Debby
Shiftley. P aducah; Janelle
Turner, Akron, Ohio.
Mrs. Bill Cornell was
installed as adviser.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity wiU hold its annual
Patti Murphy dance tomorrow
night at Hopkins Hall. Brothers
and guests will meet at the house
at 8 to form a procession. Dates
will be picked up later. Dress
will be either Roaring 20's or
semi-formal.
Zeta Chi Chapter was
honored to have two National
Grand Officers as speakers at
their smoker last night.

ALPHA GAMMA RHO
Alpha Gamma Rho has
elected the following officers for
the coming year: Arthur Green,
Kuttawa, president; Keith
Dickinson, T r enton,
vice-president; Phil Clifton,
Murray, alumni secretary; Roger
Douglas, Water Valley. chapter
secretary: Dale Sanders,
Wickliffe, t reasurer; Jesse
Steinbeck, Kevil, pledge master.
There will be a casual rush
dance at the Woodmen of the
World Bldg. tomorrow night
from 8·12.

KAPPA ALPHA
A barbecue will be held
tomorrow night at the KA
house, beginning at 8. Dress is
casual.
The smoker will be held
Monday night at the Calloway
County Country Club from
8:30-10:30 p.m. Dress is coat
and tie.
T here will be an open house
on Wednesday, Feb. 16, from
2· 5 p.m. Everyone is invited.
Dress is casual.

PI KAPPA ALPHA

parliamentarian; Tim Murphy,
PINNINGS
Hopkinsville, newsletter
Faye Wiboo (Alpha Gamma
director; John Bacon, Hickman, Delta), Midway, to Tom P~tenon (PI
scholarship chairman; Mike KaoPa Alpha), Rayohan, Ma•. •
Anna Farthln&, Central City, to
Baird, correspondent; Newton
Dale Sanders (Al pha Gamma Rho),
Bardwell, Hopkinsville, song Wlckl.ltfe.
leader; Scott Huff, Paducah,
ENGAGEMENTS
publicity chairman; Joe Evanho,
Canton, Ohio, fund·raising
Marian Tbarp, Bardwell, to LurJ
chairman; Larry West, Vienna, Buchanan (Pbi Mu Alpba), Paducah.
Beuy Vablkamp (Si&ma Slama
Ill., fire chief; Chuck Cantrell,
Slama>. Carlyle, W., to Tbomu
Tifton, Ga., Pikette llflviser; Muuay
(SI&ma Pbl Epalon),
Glenn Byors, Madisonville, PbiWOtooet, N.Y.
Cheryl Underwood (Alpha Oelt4
chaplin; John Parker, Hartford,
Pi), Fulton, to Tim Brundace,
intramuf!l} director.
l>ra.den, Tean.
Karen Whitfield (Tau Phi
Lambda), White P lainta, to Klaus
Betnkem pen (Tau Kappa Eostlon),
CrayvWe, N.Y.

. SIGMA CHI
Sigma Chi will have a
"pre-Valentine Day" celebration
this afternoon, beginning at 8
p.m. in their game room
adjacent to the fraternity house.
Dress is casual and refreshments
will be served.
Tomorrow night, Sigma Chi
will sponsor a Valentine rush
dance at the Ken Bar Inn at
Ken tucky Dam Village from 8 til
midnight. Dress is serni-fonnal
and music will be provided by
"CIa p Hands, Here Comes
Charlie."

.Janet Kamer, Louinille, to .Jack
Arnold, Bardatown.
Genme Good e, Paducah, to Mark
Luktt, Lou.l.wville.
Debbie LuUurr (Alpha Omltton
PI) , M urny to Rickey H W, Hazel .
Rita Kimmel , Low..Ble, to
Mlc:hael Lukat, Lou.l.wville.
Carolyu Momm, Port MlllTay,
N..l., to .John Oumlcnd (Slama Nu),
Middletown, Oblo,

WEDDINGS
Gail Noah (Alpha Kappa Alpha),
Paducah , t o Alphonzo lDelu (Alpha
Phi Alpha), Trn ton, N..l.

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
held their annual spring casino
party last night. Tonight there
will be a rush dance at Hopkins
Hall !rom 9-1. Dress should be in
accordance with the theme,
Young Lovers.
Appointed offices for the
spring semester for Pi Kappa
Alpha social fraternity have been
announced. Those named to
posts a r e: Frank Lott,
Hopkinsville, historian; David
C ur t is,
L a Ce n t e r .

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The following girls have
been initiated as membe~ of
Alpha Tau Omega's little sisters:
Pattie McKinney Brown,
Louisville; Tish Rudd, Murray;
Nancy Luther, Mayfield; Stevie
Blackhurst, St. Charles, Mo.;
Patty Elias, Cairo, Ill.; Ginna
Baron, Vickie Tate, and Becky
Rottgering, Paducah; Darlene
Holland, Calvert City.
The new officers of the
little sisters are Marilynne
Locke, Louisville, president;
Vicki Tate, Paduc.ah,
vice-president; Alesia Smith,
Murray, secretary; Donna
Shirley, Murray, treasurer; and
Tish Rudd, Murray, pledge
trainer.

PALACE DRIVE-IN

When you know
it's for keeps

IAHOUETTI $35 0

W£0

Shrimp Basket
with cole slaw, French fries, hot rolls & butter

RIHQ $121

ROYALTY $300 TO 50 0

WED . Rl~l 17 IO

Special

You can choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee gives
written proof of a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut
and superb color.
There is no finer
diamond ring.
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Soon , you wrll choose
the ring to symbolize your
engagement .Choose Keepsake • • . and be sure of
a perfect diamond of
superior color and cut.

Ka..e,peake•
R li:OI STE RED D IAM OND RI NGS

®

Reg. $150

$1.09
Tuesday & Wednesday

February 15 & 16

OPEN 24 HOURS
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If weather spoils day
1

don' t let looks suffer
Splish, splash··lt's raining
again. The weather has changed
once more only to spoil your
shaggy curl and your whole
appearance.

HAVE A HEARTI Symbolic: of Valentine's Dey tr8dition, Merilyn
Simon, a freshman from Murray. holds this big box of candy.
Photo by WU..Oo Woolley

In between classes and
betore a date electric curlers will
give a quick pick·up to a ruined
hairdo.

Boots help keep legs dry
Here are a few hints to help and mud·free as you dodge the
you make it through the soggy puddles on long treks across a
months ahead:
waterlogged campus.
See-through cage umbrellas
Suddenly the weather has
are best to help a wilting hairdo. changed again--the water has
They keep both mist and wind changed to cold, rreezing sleet or
trom damaging a good style. white glistening snow, beautirul
New spring umbrellas with to see, but just as disasterous to
flowered borders will brighten your appearance as rain,
any drizzling day.
"If February makes you
Use your most natural shiver," these additional _tips
style-carefree and loose with a should help ward orr the cold.
little added hairspray. Don't
Always use moisturizer
bother with extra curls.
under your make-up foundation
Long hair can be pulled to prevent chapping and dry
back or to the side with a scarf. skin.
A void shampooing if
Keep hand lotion with you
possible. Clean curly hair goes all times--in purse. desk, and car.
kinky, and clean straight hair
goes limp at the slightest hint or
Wear a knit hat or tam to
humidity or moisture.
keep snow Crom melting your
Wear a wig if you have one. curly style.
It will withstand the weather
Try some of the new
better and hide your own
flavored chap.sticks or lip
drooping curls.
glosses. They will keep lips from
Don't wear as much eye cracking.
make-up. Use less mascara,
Next time the weatherman
especially if your eyes tend to
water when they hit the wind. predicts rain or snow, face the
Try to use waterproof eyeliner storm with a sunny smile and
wait for conditions to change.
and mascara.

With cards, candy or flowers

Valentine's Day reveals sentiments
" Be my Valentine" is a
message many will soon be
sending as Monday is Valentine's
Day and has traditionally been a
day for expressions of
friendship.
There are various theories
about how lhe name of
Valentine came to be connected
with the day on which lovers
send tokens to one another.
It is said that the practice
originated because people
believed that the mating of birds
began on February 14. Although
prevelant throughout Europe in
the Middle Ages, this legend
doesn' t explain the custom.
It was also supposed at this
time, that the first unmarried
person of the other sex who one

met walking about on Valentines
morning was a destined wife or a
de:;tined husband.
The historical origin of
Valentine lore is most likely
based on a coincidence of dates
celebrating Roman feasts. It was
a practice in ancient Rome
during February ceremonies lhat
the names of young women were
put into a box from which they
were drawn by t.he men at
random. After this selection the
boys and girls declared their love
or chose a "steady partner" for
the next 12 months.
'fhe youth and laM who
were paired in this game of
chance became respective
"Valentines" and gave presents
to each other. Later the youth
only gave a gift to the girl.

Then the custom of sending
valentines to favorite friends
grew up. The American custom 1
or sending Valentine cards is
unknown in the countries of
northern Europe. It came here
from England where it had
developed as a substitute for the
ancient Roman choice of
partners on February 14.
Valentine's Day is a day
which most girls look forward
to, anticipating some expression
or sentiment from a boyfriend.
Cards. candy and flowers are the
gifts most often received and
most often hoped for.
D I sregardlng the legends j
attached to the day, Valentine's
is a day to send a message, either
comic or sentimental, to a
special friend .

The ~&t~a'\ ~~ of Murray·
Annou nces

REDUCED WEEKEND RATES
FO R PAREN TS

~

P E TITES (Y
I

Double Room $10.00
Save $6.00 Off Regular Rat~

~

WHEN YOUR PARENTS VISIT YOU ON WEEKENDS
THIS SEMESTER, LET THEM STAY AT
THE HOLIDAY IN N OF MU RRAY
• MAKE RESERVATIONS IN ADVANCE AT THE HOLIDAY INN DESK*
*PRESENT YOUR STUDENT 10 CARD" REQUEST MSU PARENT'S RATE*

YOUR PARENTS DESERVE THE BEST-HO LIDAY INN
U.S. 641 · S. 12th St.

·Reduced Rate Based on Double Occupancy·
Offer void graduation weekand-Mey 12,13,14.

I

Phone 753·5986

'k r~

The message is a barely there turtle rib
skimming its way over you ...unfolding into a
switched·on seersucker skirt that has great
presence this moment. By Jonathan logan. Of
100% Dacron® .

MADEMOISELLE
MURRA~,

KY.
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Work by C. G. Moreh ead

Painting nears completion
"Remarkable detail. Lovely. Murray State president called
the painting of the house which
Artistically very beautiful."
These were comments has served as the home of
offered by Mrs. Harry M. Sparks university presidents since 1937
after she and members of the "an unbelieveable" work.
"Characteristics such as the
University Alumni Council got a
sneak preview of the painting of bricks and shingles and the
Oakhurst by C. G. Morehead of subtle curvature of the roor have
Owensboro.
Their advance look at the
16 x 20 oU likeness of the
president's residence at Murray
State came over the weekend
when Morehead, nationally
recognized as " Kentucky's artist
pf property," was on the campus
pr another working session.
Now near completion, the
painting commissioned last
spring by the Alu mni
T be deadline for fil ing
Association, will be unveiled applications for the summer
next year as part of the term National Defense Student
DR. IVAN LUBACHKO, profestor of history at MSU, takes a brNk from
ceremonies marking the 50th Loan is March 1, 1972.
his WOt'k to tall of 1 book he wrote on Belorussian history, The book will
anniversary of the school's
The National Defense Loans
be on salt for $10.00 per copy.
•
founding in 1922.
provide a major source of
To be made available for student loans at MSU. Both
sale through the Alumni u nder graduate and graduate
Association, the number of 18 X students are eligible to apply for
24 lithograph prints will be assistance.
limited to 5,000. Profits from
T he loans are granted on the
the $20 purchase price of the basis ot need and on academic
prin ts will be used to finance performance. T he amount of the
university scholarships.
loans however, depend upon the
mathematics
in
the
Soviet
Dr. Ivan Lubachko, history
Impressed particularly by available funds. T he loans are
professor at MSU, has written a Union. He further continued his
book on Belorussia Soviet studies in the United States by the m inute detail in the repaid at the rate of 3% interest
Socialist republic which will be attending the University of painting -- a Mo r ehead per annum on a ten-year
Indiana and receiving a masters trad emark-the wife of the repayment program . The
released in June of this year. The
repayment begins one year after
degree in RuS&ian literature and
book is being published by the
the student leaves school.
a Ph.D. in history.
University of Kentucky Press.
Stud ents entering the
Belorussia Under Soviet
t eaching profession after
Rule 1917- 1957 has been in the
graduation may have 10 per cent
making for several years by Dr.
of their loan cancelled for each
Lubachko . He started his
year of teaching service. Up to
research at the University of
50 per cent of a loan can be
Indiana. The graduate school
cancelled in this way. Those
In
other
action,
plans
for
a
The
Student
Government
at
offered a research grant and
interested in teaching the
Murray completed the grant its meeting Wednesday night spring carnival were presented to handicapped may have an entire
the
student
organization
also
at
passed
a
resolution
stating
its
through the Committee on
Institu t ional Studies and displeasure with the recent Wednesday's meeting. Ruth
action taken by the Board of Baxter, carnival chairman. says
Research (CISR).
Dr. Lubachko's book is the Regents against four black the carnival will be held for
three days, March 20-22.
first contemporary study of a students.
The resolution, presented
The carnival will feature an
little known European nation
which for centuries has served as by David Curtis, president of thp art sale with items similar to
a pawn in power plays by sophomore class, was prompted those sold during the Christmas
predatory neighbors. "1 wrote by the decision of the Board last art sale. Selling booths will be
my book on Belorussia because week following a University available to everyone. A ten per
Nursing student financial
it is a subject which l lmow hearing Investigating the cent commission on all goods aid applications for the summer
sold will be charged for the use tem1 of 1972 are due in the
much about. Beloruss: is a incident.
The appeals hearing was of a booth.
member o f the United Nations
Student Financial Aid Ofrice no
and one of the few of the 15 requested by the students after
If a club or organization
later than March 1, 1972.
republics of Russia which is," they had been suspended by the wishes to have a booth for Information concerning nursing
Dr. Lubachko stated. Belorussia faculty disciplinary committee advertisement or solicitng student loans and nursing
is located in the western section last December. The four had members, a $35 fee will be scholarships may be obtained in
of the Soviet Union directly been charged with disrupting the charged.
room 317 of the Administration
alumni banquet Nov. 6.
above the Ukrane.
ullding.
The
carnival
will
be
held
in
David Curtis said that copies
The hi story professor's
the Student Union Bldg.
book will illso be used by of the resolution would be sent
Applications for
Murray State as a supplement to to members of the Board within
appointment to the position or
He
said
he
presented
the
a
week.
the class on Soviet Russia. This
Independent Representative will
class is taught by Dr. Lubachko resolution "not because I agree by accepted by the student
what
the
students
said
or
with
also.
organization. The position was
Dr. Lubachko is originally did, but because I feel that the left vacant when Vivien Walls
incident
does
not
merit
such
from Belorussia. He received a
was elected Vice-president.
degree in phy s ics and severe punishment."

been reproduced in absolutt>ly
fantastic detail," added Mrs.
Sparks. " It is tradition captured
on canvas-something in which
people who have been associated
with Murray State down through
the years can take great pride."

Deadlines

f

• • • • •

National Defense Loan fonm
required for sumllWr term.

Dr. Lubachko's book
to be released soon

Regents action criticized
in student org resolution

Nursing students
loan applications
due March 1

loan cancelled in this way, bu
they must remain in the field fo
seven years.
For those who enter th
military service after graduation
121h per cent per year of th
total loans received at Murra
may be cancelled.
For further information, go
to the Financial Aid Office,
room 317, in the Administration
Building.

Student work
applications
due March 1.
Students who wish to be
considere d for student
employment du ring the summer
term of 1972 and/or the fall and
spring semesters of 1972-73
should complete and submit
applications no later than March
1.

An Japplication for summer
employment should be marked
"Summer Term Only" and is
due in the Student Financial Aid
Office.
A separate application must
be completed for the 1972-73
academ i c year . These
applications are due in the
Student Financial Aid Office by
March 1, 1972.
0 n all application, the
income and assets sections are to
be .filled out with exact figures.
Do not use estimates.
Student employ ment
applications are available In the
Student Financial Aid Office,
room 317 in the Administration
Buildin .

Dresses up to $50.00 now $6.00 · $20.00
I rack sportswear . . ...... . .. . . .. . . ... 4.00
1 rack sportswear . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. . 5.00
all other sportwear . . .. . ... . . less than~ price
Swimsuita. 8Ummer wear coming in daily! Shop
early for best selections!

THE

~$HA<k
Wishing Well Gift Shop

~

next door to Dairy Queen

~~========~~--------------------------~------~--------------~
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the arts
Crew assigmnents announced
for March drama production

;

Crew assignments for "The
Skin of Our Teeth" have been
announced by director Robert
E. Johnson.
The head of each crew
directs the work of the crew
members, and makes sure their
part is done smoothly and
efficiently.
James l. Schempp, who
designed the set for the play
noted, " With the new theater we
are now able to use all the
magical theatrical tricks."
" We will be using flying
scenery , a fuUsize scrim curtain,
and a 3/4 scrim-cyclorama,"
Johnson added. "The set will
also enable the actors to mingle
with the audience."
Two separate sets are being
constructed and 50 costumes are
being made. Schempp designs
the costumes. The costume crew
either uses a past costume with
some changes or makes different
patterns.
C rew heads a re: Phil

Campus Lights
history booklet
sells for a buck
A 38-page booklet entitled
" The History of Campus
Lights"-- a review of the
traditional musical production at
MSU from its beginning In
1938- is available for sale this
year.
Jim Lutz, a junior from
Madisonville and chairman of
the booklet committee, said the
publication will sell for $1 per
copy each night of the show
Feb. 24-25-26 and is also
available for mall order at the
same price.
Noting that the
scrapbook-type history has been
prepared to coincide with the
35th anniversary of " Campus
Lights" and the 50th anniversary
of the university, Lutz said It
will consist mainly of pictures,
newspaper clippings, and old
programs.
He said mall orders will be
ClUed on a first-come, first-se"ed
basls. Money raised from the sale
of the booklet will go into the
scholarship fund , along with
"Campus Lights" proceeds, for
Incoming freshman music majors
at Murray State.

Bruschi, Murray, stage manager;
Jerry Abbitt, Murray, master
carpenter; Mlke Hardy, Murray,
prop master, Kay Threlkeld,
Versailles, costume and make-up
mistre ss ; John Graves,
Harrodsburg, electrician; Buddy
Beard , Madisonville, board
captain; Steve Howard, Murray,
s ound engineer ; Allen
Blankenship, Louisville, fly
captain.

Any student wishing to
help on any of these committees
may sign the list outside room
111 of the Fine Arts Bldg.
Arts Bldg.
Production dates are set for
March 9, 10 and 11. Tickets will
be sold in the University Theater
lobby starting March 6 from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. Season tickets
may also be picked up at this
time. Tickets are $1.50.

w•

BSC program will present
African culture festiml

Two plays by Sock , Buskin
tonight on Olde Time Radio

An African Festival will be dance from South Africa, the
held tomorrow at 8 p.m. at the rumba from the Congo, ju j u
Baptist Student Ce nter. music and t he great Swahili
Sponsored by the International dance from East Africa.
Ton ight's production of
The five African students Olde Time Radio shows will
Student Association, the festival
will focus on different aspects of pla n to demonstrate these include two plays directed by
the African culture especially dances and then teach them to Roger Humphrey, a junior from
willing MSU students. Admission Rumsey.
native dances and music.
Thomas Ehlkhametalor, a charge 1s 50 cents.
Mem bers of Sock and
The International Student Buskin will perfonn Edgar Allen
studen t f r om Nigeria and
v ice - pre s iden t of the Association also plan s a dinner Po e's "T he Cask of the
organization, said he hopes this next Sunday, Feb. 20 at 4:30 Amontillado," a well-known
will be the first of a series or p.m. at the Women's Club in mystery.
programs sponsored by the MS U conjunction with the home
economics department.
foreign students.
o rr~eers or the .100-member
"We felt the international
students are not doing enough or organization which represents 27what they sould in bringing their countrles are Saraswat, from
culture to the people we're now I nd ia , p r eside nt; Thomas
living with," he added.
Eh i khameta l or, Nigeria,
Highlights of tomorrow's vice-president; Elena BucheU,
A "Gospel Jamboree" wUJ
African festival are a Nigerian Equador, secretary; and Cyrus
be held Sunday at 5 p.m. in the
wedding festival, the cha-<:ha Nawaby, Iran, treasurer.
University School auditorium.
The jamboree, sponsored by
MSU's gospel group, The Black
Disciples, will be based around
the theme "Be young, gifted,
and black." The admission
charge Is $1. Proceeds will be
The FUm Odyssey series of the University free of charge.
used to purchase robes for the
landmark motion pictures, now
Each feature begins at 7:30 Black Disciples.
being run on Friday nights by p.m. Films remaining in the
Other groups participating
the National Public Television period through June, 1972 are:
"M," "The Seven Samurai," will be: lhe Black Gospel
Network but which is not
carried by Ken t ucky's "Beauty and the Beast," "Ivan Ensemble from Morehead State
Educational Network, may not the Terrible," ''The 39 Steps," University, the Amazing Tones
be seen in Murray, according to • ''l'he Rules of the Gaje," of Joy from Western Kentucky
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of " I ntimate Lighting ," University, the O.A. Hester choir
the departme-nt of " Potemak i ng ," " Barrier," from Louisville, and the Puryear
" Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," Baptist Church choir from
communications.
"Orpheu s," "Knife in the Puryear, Tenn.
Dr. )'tofield said KET feeds Water," "The Overcoat," " Our
the programs to the Murray Daily Bread," "Yojimbo," "The
State studios. They are then fed Last Laugh," "Sawdust and
to Murray Cablevision on Tinsel ," "Man of Aran,"
channel 11. Tom Legan, "L'Adventura," "Two
manager of Murray Cablevision, Daughters," and "Lost
is making the system available to Olvidados."

MSU gospel group
to hold jamboree
this Sunday night

Motion picture series
carried on cablevision

Quadraphonic Adapter
Model SQA-200
The transition from two· channel
stereo to four-channel Ouadradial is
the next exciting step in the evolution
of perfect sound reproduction for the
home.
Ouadradial four channel sound
utilizes four separate speaker systems,
two in the front of the room and two
in the rear, to reproduce, with
st ar tling re ali sm, all of the
dimensional aspects of music. The
same "all over" sound you experience
at a " live" performance.

CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER
1411 Main Street

Pboto by Alan llaJdt

AN ORIGINAL ART EXHIBIT
featunld in the library this w.ek.
Created by Jim Montgomery, the wo ric combines a variety o f objec1S-eggs,
mirrors and a hammer in dlis -tion.

-

The cast includes:
Ch arl ie Hall, Frankfort;
Rick Willet, Eddyville; Elaine
Hamby, Greenville; and Randy
Powell, Benton.
"Away From u· All," a
comedy by Monica Ward wiJI
also be broadcast tonight.
Additional members who wiU
assume roles in this play are Liz
Sefranek, Bethleham, Pa., and
Pam Riley, Mayfield.
Sock and Buskin produces
this series every Friday night at
8 p.m. on WKMS radio.

Senior to open
child workshop
A creative d ramatics
workshop will be conducted by
Barbara Fulton, a senior from
Paducah. Intended for children
age 7-11, the workshop will last
eight weeks, beginning in March.
This workshop is sponsored
by Student Actors' Studio in
Louisv ille, who provides a
guideline curriculum.
Two sessions will be
offered , . provided enough
students show an interest. These
sessions will be held on Saturday
mornings from 9 :30-10:30 a.m.,
and from 11 a.m. to noon in
room 101 of the Fine Arts Bldg.

SAUCY BAR-B-QUE
AND PANCAKE HOUSE
OMELETS
Ham & Cheese
Sausage & Cheese
Bacon & Cheese
PANCAKES
Apple
Blueberry
Chocolate Chip
All types
with 5 types of syrup

Breakfast all ·day, every day!
Open 7days a week!
6:30a.m.- 10 .m. Sunde s 6:30 - 8:00

Murny SU. Newt
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Approved at Board meeting

Placement Interviews

.Changes made in curriculum
The Board or Regents last
Saturday approved a variety or
curriculum changes p roposed by
Dr. W.G. Read, chairman of the
MSU Curriculum Changes.
A two-year curriculum in
child development has been
designed to lead to a degree of
Associate Science in Child
Development. This associate
degree program is designed to
prepare daycare workers for
planning programs and operating
fac ili ties for the care of
pre. school child r en . The
program involves 24 semester
hours of general requirements,
plus 43 hours in the area or
concentration for a total of 67
hours.
Another two - year
curriculum has been developed
in food service, leading to the
degree of Associate of Science in
Food Services. This program is
designed to prepare men and
women for positions in food
service and management In
hotels, motels, ~;estaurants, and
in group care centers such as
hospitals, nursi ng homes, school
lunch an other institutional food
programs. Jt requires 29 hours of
general education courses and 36
h o u r s In t h e area or
concentration for a total of 65
hours.
Also in the class o f two-year
curriculum is a program leading
to the degree or Associate
Sciences in Horticulture. The
purpose o f this program is to
prepare individuals for careers in
horticulture that do not require
a ba c ca l aureate degree.
Twenty-six hours of general
requirements are needed for this

course along with 38 hours of
agriculture for a total of 64
hours.
C riminology added
Among these changes is a
new program in Criminology and
Corrections. As developed and
coordinated, the baccalaureate
curriculum in criminology and
cor rections and the two
Associate of Arts currlculua in
corrections and law enforcement
emphasize the needs of the
students interested in aspects or
the criminal justice system.
The curriculum is based o n
a foundation of 45 semester
h ours of general education
courses and 36 hours in the
major.
A major program In urban
and regional planning was also
approved. It is based on a need
for better p lanning of residential
areas. The curriculum is based
on 31 hours in the urban and
regional planning area with the
standard requirements and a
2l·hour minor to complete the
degree.
In the field of governmental
affa i rs an d pu bl ic
administration, a new
undergraduate course of studies
has been created. The degree
calls Cor 45 hours of general
education requirements, a 30
semester hour business core, and
from 53 to 65 semester hours in
political science, economics, and
soc iology. Fiftee n hou r s
internship in state government
may be substituted for some
political science courses. .
A new und ergr aduate

education and training program
In renabilitation is designed to
provide more q ualified personnel
to fill the needs of public and
private organizations. The
program ronnat is 128 semester
hou rs divided into segments of
45 hours of general education
requirements, a 36 hour major, a
21 hour restricted mJnor in
either psychology or sociology,
an 18 hour area of
concentration, 5 hours of
electives and psychology 180.

TOUAY
Cotton Boll Girl Scout Council, Sikeston , Mo. Girls for camp staff
p<>sitions for the 1972 summer.

FEBRUARY 14
CobL County Public S rhool11, Marietta, (;a. Teac her~:~-elementary
and secondary.

FEBRUARY 15
Board of Education, Memphis, Tr.nn. Elementary und itper.ial
education, mathematics, industrial arts, physic·al sricnc~es, athletic
coachr.s.
Springfield Public Schools, Springfield , O hio. l~lementary and
St~condary teachen;.

Educatio n expands
A curriculum has been
Cor med for a major in
distri bu t i ve educatio n .
According to stud ies in
Kentucky, the need for
distributive education teachers
at the secondary level alone has
more than doubled in the past
five years. This major is 35
semester hours, composed of
courses in business, accounting,
and marketing.
To comply w ith new
requirements set forth by the
division o f Teacher Education
and Certification, the physical
education department has added
a major in physical education, a
minor in p.e. and a minor in
health education.
The requirements for a
major in p.e. will be 32 hours for
men and 34 hours for women.
The minor in physical education
15 semester hours and the minor
in health education 15 hours
also.
• A separate minor in
anth r opo l ogy has been
established. Twenty-one hours is
needed to complete this minor.

FEBRUARY 16
Triad Community Unit Schools, S t. jacob, Ill. Elementary and
secondary teachers.

FEBRUARY 17
Chief 1\,javnl Technical Training Station, \ 1ernphis, Tenn. Immediate
vaeaucie,. for .\t.A. in edut-:alion (eclucational ~;pecial i"t position);
M.A. in pt;ychology (p~>ychologist potsition); computer openings for
B.S. graduate. Mu,.;t be in upper 1/ 3 of class.

Murray wins award
•
• •
• •
In
pnnting
competition
Murray State has been
n amed a Cincinnati region
ru nner-up for in-plant printing in
3M Company's nationwide 1971
Prin ting Job or the Year contest.
The University's entry was a
social work booklet produced by
its printing services department.
The Printing Job or the
Year competition, now in its
seventh year, is sponsored by the
Printing Products division of 3M
Company to recognize and

encourage lith ography of
outstanding excellence
throughout the U.S. Judging is
based on printing definition, ink
coverage, intensity of solids,
register , dot structure, design,
typography and paper
suitability.
More than 2500 commercial
entries and 2600 in-plant entries
competed for honors in the
1971 contest.

JIM ADAMS IGA
Prices Good Through Next Tuesday
NOW OPEN 24 HOURS- MON. thru SAT. - CLOSED SUN.
Family Pack

CUT UP FRYERS

CHICKEN OF THE SEA TUNA

lb. 25~

GREER PEACHES
No. 2Y2 can

6 oz. can

Center Cut

lb. 39~

PORK CHOPS

25¢

IGA BREAD
20 oz. loaf

2 5~

Our usual high quality

GROUND BEEF
lb. 69~

DICK GEORGE EGGS
PUREX BLEACH
Med. doz. 29~

PREM LUNCH MEAT
12 oz. can

--

53¢

18¢
BANANAS

IGA INSTANT COFFEE
10 oz. jar

99¢

lb 9¢

Friday, ~ 11, 1172
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Bunter explains

New teacher etnluation devised
One of the most progres.-.ive
ideas in education was brought
back to Murray last week by Dr.
Donald Hunter, dean of the
Schoo"! of Education. Dr. Hun£er
attended a conference in
Tucson, Ariz. sponsored by Epic
Diversified Systems, an
organization that devises
methods of teacher evaluation.
The conrerence, attended
by educators from all over the
U.S., established a system to
observe teacher effectiveness on
an impartial basis. This will be
accomplished by the use of
a u d i o -v i s u a I r e c o r d In gs
measuring the teacher's
effectiveness in several areas
including teacher-student
interaction, teacher praise and

encouragement and teacher
acceptance of ideas presented by
the students.
Once the degree of
effectiveness has been
established, the teacher will be
given feedback to improve his
classroom skills. The teacher will
meet 1 with a feedback adviser
who will discuss the results or
effectiveness. After lhe teacher

WKMS names
new directors
for spring term

areas.

WKMS-FM has appointed
four new directors for the spring
semester to fill the vacancies left
by graduation.
The positions are: Charlese
Jenkins and Ray Bowman,
program directors; Steve Ziegler,
news director; and Marc Luker,
sports director.
The remaining members of
the staff are Jay Landers,
production director; Joe
Tamney, assistant news director;
Jim Yeager, assistant sports
director; Keith Todd and Danny
Wadlington, directors of music.

goes back to the clas.c;room, the
adviser will monitor his
performance.

attracts 26 volunteers

The teachers assistallCe
program, until this year, was
involved only in the Murray city
schools. However, many of the
commuting students have
requested to work in their own
areas and, then!fore, schools in
Mayfield, Paducah and the
surrounding counties are
involved in the program.
The sophomore students
volunteer to work with a teacher
over a nine-we4!k period. This
allows the students to be in the
classroom environment while he
aids the teacher in clerical work
and other tasks.
Under the teacher assistance
program, over 100 students a
year receive fi rst-hand
knowledge of the classroom, by
working with teachers. Norrnally
they would not get this

93.1

At present, the evaluation
system is designed for
elementary and secondary
school levels, but Dr. Hunter is
hopeful that in the future a
system for the college level will
also be put Into use.

Elementary ed. program·
Twenty-six elementary
education majors are currently
participating In the teachers
assistance program In the Murray
city schools and the surrounding

WKMS

opportunity.
In addition to this program,
the freshmen elementary
education majors have 12 to 15
hours of experience in
participating in the University
School.

Ham radio club
offers classes
on Morse code
The MSU Amateur Radio
Club announced the beginning
of Morse code classes every
evening, Monday through
Friday, 7 p.m., at the Ham
Shack.
Classes begin Feb. 7.
Anyone that is interested in
becoming a member of a
world-wide organization in radio
communication will be welcome
to begin these classes in Morse
Code.

WKMS-Fl\1 is now IJroadcasting until 2 a.m.
WEEKLY PROGRAMS
Monday
2:30p.m.
3:30p.m.
4p.m.

Managing Your Money
Montreaux Jazz Festival
Calloway County Laker Hour

Tuesday
2:30p.m.
3:30p.m.
4 p.m.

The Poor Consumer
Jazz Revisited
Murray High Tiger Hour

Wednesday
2:30p.m.
3:30p.m.
6:30p.m.

Music and the Spoken Word
West Me4!ts East
Men and Molecules

Thursday
2:30p.m.
3:30p.m.
4:30p.m.

European Organs
The Search for Mental Health
Black Student Union

Friday
2·3 p.m.
Sp.m.

Superscope
Sock and Buskin Radio Theatre

Saturday
1-4:30'p.m.

Metropolitan Opera

Shop with our advertisers!

The Staff of The

UNIVERSITY BRANCH

BANK of MURRAY
Invite You to
Bank With Them
In Their New Quarters

.
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Role of campus neu:spaper
discussed at UCM luncheon

Photo by Wllaon WooUey

THREE REPRESENTATIVES of the MSU printing
services department accept • regionel runner-up ewerd
for in-plant printing from • n1tionwide Printing Job of
the Vear contest sponsored by the 3M Compeny.
Mtking the pretentation is Charlie T. Patten lsaeted

Deadline today
for applications
to teach in fall

1,

All students who expect to
do student teaching in the fall of
1972 must present their
applications today. Applications
should be presented In room 460
of the Education Bldg.
Applicants should have
enough time available tor an
interview with Dr. John Taylor
or Mr. Wayne Williams.
Interview hours are as follows;
Mon.-Fri.
Tues.
and

rightl of the industrial triiPhics depertment of the
printing products division of 3M. Accepting Cleft to
right) ere Frenk Fui, director of printing servie11;
Theron Buey, design artist; end Lyle Und-ood,
supervisor.

Discussing the f~nctlons and
the role of the Murray State
NEWS on the University
campus was Karen Isbell,
assistant editorial page editor of
the Murray State NEWS. She
spoke at the weekly luncheon
held at the United Campus
Ministry.
<~The Murray State NEWS
has two purposes," she said.
"One is to serve as a means of
communication, ju!;t the same as
any newspaper. The other
purpose is to serve as a
laboratory for journalism
students."
Students, she explained, use
the campus newspaper as a
learning experience as they cover
news events or write headlines.
She mentioned factors
determining the personality of
the paper; these included the
extent to which the adviser

infa,nt care.
The course is open to both
husband and wife. There will be
no charge for the course. The
course will meet two hours per
night for six weeks.
Persons interested in
enrolling in the course should
contact the department of
nursing at 767-2193. The total
number to be admitted to the
class will be limited.

9 a.m.-11 a.m.

"Although our adviser must
see and approve our layout
sheets, he has never asked to
read or approve the content of
the paper. No-one from the
adminL~tration has approached
me for criticism or
intimidation," she commented.
Mis.c; Isbell explained that so
far the intimidation factor had
resulted in constructive effects,
not destructive ones. "Knowing
that others might be able to
control the paper does not make
me afraid to speak out in
editorials," she said, "but the
intimidation factor forces me to
think things out very carefully."

FRATERNITY
HOUSE
FOR SALE

Baby care course begins
Monday in Nursing DepL
The Red Cross Mother and
Baby Care Course for expectant
parents will be offered by the
MSU department of nursing.
Faculty member, Miss Laraine
Guyette, will conduct the
course. Classes will begin on
Feb. 14, in Room 206 of the
Nursing Bldg. from 7-9 p.m.
Topics to be discussed
include preparation for
hospitalization, childbirth, and

exercises control, the time and
effort contributed by the
students; the dedication or staff
members; and Lhe extent to
which they feel intimidated by
superiors.

Located on W . Main St.

Lot size 98'

X

288'

Owner will help finance
For Details, Ca II 753-6344

1 p.m.-3:30p.m.
6 p.m.·8 p.m.

Thurs.

RICORO SAlI
Rock Classics Saul folk Jau lpe.ra

101 OFF
ON ALL ALBUMS
Thru Tuesday, Feb. 15, 1972

TOP ARTISTS

mPVAlUIS

uper saving$

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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APSU froshfalll09-82

Frosh whip Baby Govs
Michael Coleman and T .C.
Jamison carried the Baby Racers
to victory last Saturday night as
the freshman whallopped the
yearlings of Austin Peay 109-82.
Coleman, a 6·6 forward,
poured in 39 points and grabbed
17 rebounds while Jamison, a
6-6 pivotman, bagged 28 points
and added 19 retrieves.
'l'he freshman wasted little
time in capturing control of the
contest grabbing an early 6-0
lead. From that point on it was

•

T. C. JAMISON (l.tt) throws a pass a-OSH:ourt in freshmen ect ion.
J amlton colleec.d 28 points and 19 rebounds in the recent Baby Racer
victory over Austin Peay. Mike Coleman (4 11 IUIP..-d Jamison' s output
as he netted 39 points end pulled down 17 rebounds.

Racers top Govs, hit
66 per cent from field

Baby Racers rip
Carpet Ma~ket

The game was played as the
preliminary contest before the
Murray vs. Parsons game on Feb.
3. Young , d isplaying the
uncanny outside shooting that
was his trademark while at
Murray, was not enough to keep

The Murray State Racers
reentered the bruising Ohio
Valley Conference race with a
96-67 spanking of Austin Peay
in the Sports Arena last
Saturday night behind a
sparkling offensive effort which
established a new conference
the independent Carpet Market record as the Racers canned 39
team close.
of 69 s h ots for a 66.1
percentage.
Carpet Market jumped out
The detennined Racers
on top 4 -0 with 17:061eft in the jumped ahead 12-4 and never
first half, but the Racer frosh were really threatened. Ron
quickly came back and with Williams led his team to a 42·31
13:00 remaining in the hair, led halftime advantage by pouring in
16 -8 . With Mike Coleman, 18 first half points. Les Taylor
scoring 18 of his 28 points In the added ten more as Murray
first half, the Baby Racers canned 64 .2 of its initial period
field goal attempts.
moved out to a 48·27 halftime
A sparkling defense aided in
lead.
the rout forcing 17 tu rnovers
The frosh stayed hot at the and gave Murray a 5·0 lead
st~rt of the second half and before the Governors could even
opened their lead to 62·37 with manage to get its first field goal
14:20 to play. Then coach Kayo try which rimmed off. The
Racers held a 7-0 lead when
Willis pulled starters Darnell
Eddie Childress finally
Adell, Larry Kelley, and T.C.
connected on a 15.footer three
Jamison, enabling the Carpet minutes after the game began.
Murray ripped off the first
Market to cut the Murray lead to
10 points with 5:57 still on the ! ten points rollowing intennission
clock.
increasing its margin to 52-31.
T he lead gradually widened
That was as close as they through the offensive efforts of
could get however, and the frosh Williams, Taylor, and Marcelous
opened their lead once again to Starks.
Murray had only one short
the final 16 point margin.
Coleman, the team's leading cold spell which ended with the
scorer, received scoring help announcement that Morehead
had beaten Eastern. Austin Peay
from Adell and Jamison, who had widdled the gap to 14 at
added 24 and 19 points 64-50 with 8:49. However, the
respectively. Pete Roney pitched
in 12 points. Coleman also had
15 rebounds while Jamison
grabbed 14.
Young's 45 included 18 of
34 from the field and 9 or 9
from the charity stripe.

DA R NEL L A DELL, the Baby
Racers' playmaker, dribblas upcourt
In a recant freshman game. Adell,
after playing in 15gamas, is averaging
20 points par contest.

57-31.
Gary Sewell led the losers .
with 29 points while teammate
Kent Hampton added 20
markers. Richard Jimmerson and
David Shelton collected 14 and
11 respectively.
Darnell Adell and Ronnie
Redmon aided the winners with
12 points apiece.

In 96-67 victory

-

Murray State's Baby Racers
overcame a 45 poinl effort by
former Racer Jimmy Young and
defeated Carpet Market of
ClarksvUie, Tenn., 105-89.

all down hill for the rrosh who
have now won 12 of their 16
meetings this season.
The freshmen maintained a
53-38 halftime advantage and
then went on to outscore their
guests 56-44 in the final period.
Murray connected on 48 of
98 field goal·attempts and 13 of
21 free throws. The Baby Govs.
netted only 33 of 69 noor
attempts and 16 of 23 charity
tosses. The Baby R acers also
outrebounded their opponents

announcement sparked the
crowd and team as well and
Murray converted three straight
steals to put the game away.
Cal Luther sent in his
reserves which did not yield a
point off the 29·polnt advantage
the starters had built up.
Ron Will iams led the
victorious Racers with 27 points.
Williams connected on 11 of 14
floor attempts and five of seven
free throws in his best
perfonnance of the season. He
was aided offensively by Taylor
and Starks who contributed 25
and 19 respectively.
The Govs were led by
Howard Jackson who pumped in
32 points in the losing cause.
Childress and Greg Kinman
added 11 apiece.
Murray controlled the
boards outrebounding their
guests 46-36. Starks captured
game honors by grabbing 14.
Mancini was second raking in an
additional eight.

All·Jeney Milk
Is my favorite!
It tastes
really &ood!

Scientific tests
prove that
All-Jersey
has more protein
than other milks
of the same
crum content

RINGS

Repaired-Sized
Parts

fo r

ELECTRIC SHAVERS
ENGRAVING

All-Jersey Milk
Is &uaranteed
to come only from
100% Jersey herds. •
You can't 1et
any better than that!

LINDSEY'S
Murray and Mayfield

COLLEGE SHOP
across from

MSU library

The Baby Racers' next
contest will be tomorrow night
when they travel to Owensboro
to take on the freshmen of
Kentucky Wesleyan.

NOTICE
MSU STUDENTS ut
MFA Insurance Co. has an
excellent auto insurance plan
for university students.
Very reasonable rates.
See Doug Willoughby at
505 Main or call 753-1222.

New shipment of
double-knit
spring suits, sportcoats
Spring men's wear tias lust 1ihivedl
We haJe suits, sP<frtcoats1ind sh irts in the
latest styles, two-tone and solid color
shoes, by Jarman and Bostonian; with the
new 1~" heels, and flair double-knit
pants.
The sale on all fall and winter
merchandise is still on! So come to shop
& save! Visit us and see Hayden Rickman,
Johnny Rickman, Jimmy Brandon, and
George Smiley Ill.

yan
Milk
Co.
Mu
Ky.
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Cornell forecasts successful season
Murray State's chances in
track this season will depend on
the new comers joining the
team. The Racers will have 12

MSU track team
in Louisvill e
for Dixon games

-STAN WATTS, Murray's ster placekicker, is shown clinching t he 11ic:tory
over Eastern last season with h is 22 yard field goal. WatU was recently
signed as • free agent by the Dallas Cowboys.

A one-year con tract

Stan Watts signed
by Dallas Cowboys
Murray Slate kicking ace,
Stan Watts, ha:; signed n one year
contract with the Dallas
Cowboys or the National
Football League.
Watts holds several Ohio
Valley Conference and nearly all
Murr a y kic ki n g reco rd s.
Undoubtedly h is greatest effort
came against Western Kentucky
University last season wh en he
booted a 58-yard goal in his final
game as a Racer.
In four y ears at Murray, the
6-2, 190 lb. Hickman, Ky. native
bas kicked three successful fleld
goals from 50 yards or more and
had a 55 yarder nuUified.
The first came against
Austin Peay in 19 69, a
52·yarder. The second goal came
in the opening game of the 19 71
season against Western Carolina,
a 53·yard effort. The final
marker was the boot against
Western.
During Watts' college career,
he was successful in 21 of 57
field goals and 75 or 86 extra

point attempts.
Other OVC records to his
credit include most career points
kicking (138), most career field
goals (21), and most points after
touchd own, (75). He also
co-holds two other OVC records,
kicking 11 three-pointers in one
season, and three in one game.
"Watts has been invaluable
to us the last four seasons,"
Murray Coach Bill Furgerson
said, " It will be ditncult to flnd
a kicker to fill his .shoes." Watts
was signed as a free agent.
The only other OVC player
drafted was Mike Sivert, an
offe n sive tackle from East
Tennessee. Sivert was selected in
th e 15 th r o und by the
Minnesota Vikings.
Sivert, at 64 and 242
pounds, has the size for a bright
future in pro football. He also
has good speed for a lineman, as
he runs the 40 yard dash in~5. 1.
Sivert is from Memphis and was
c o -captain or the 1971
Buccaneer squad.

Murray Slate's track team
travels to Louisville this
weekend for the 12th annual
Mason Dixon games to be held
Saturday night at Fairgrounds
Stadium.
The mile relay team of the
Racers will compel(' in the
Invitational relay against
Adelphi, Univ('rsity of 'l'ennessee
and another team not vet
decided upon.
·
Adelphi is the team to beat
and is planning on going for a
world's record in th eindoor mile
relay. Last year the Adelphi mile
relay team placed first in the
NCAA indoor championships.
Running on the mile relay
team for Murray will be
Cuthbert Jacob s , Ashman
Samuels, and Fed Sowerby.
The fourth runner is to be
decided by a time trial, four
runners will have a shot at the
position. They are Randy Smith,
Pat Verry, Pat Francis, and Mike
Campbell.
A senior from Montego Ray,
Jamaica, Smith ran two years
ago but last year concentrated
on the shorter sprints. Verry,
sop homor e ' from Winnipeg,
Manitoba ran o n the relay team
two weeks ago at the University
of Illinois.
Francis, from St. John's,
Antique is a sophomore. Last
year he was the Racers best half
miter. Campbell a freshman from
Kingston, Jamaica h!IS a best
time of 48.1 for the 440.
Jim Krejci, who broke the
school record In the mile at
Illinois with a 4:09.9 will be in
the evening two-mile. Krejci also
owns the school record in the
two-mile with a 9 :01 and has
a lready ran a 9 :06.1 this
season.
Krejci's competition
wiU Include East Tennessee's
Neil Cusack owner of an 8 :37
two mile this year and Ralph
Foot 8 :45, and Paul Baldwin
8:52.
Sonny Fennell from Kerry
County, Ir-eland, will be running
in the mile.

Jen1· Af;leeitll

T-BDIB STEAK

..

Monday &Wednesday
4:30 to S:DD p.m.

81.71

freshmen among the new
runners.
In c l u d e d among the
newcommers are: state champs,

Mark and John Hiestand
Crom New York should help the
Racers depth in the high jump.
Mark held the New York state
record a ,6 '7" for part or last
year and is now third on the
state's all time list. John's best in
high school was 6'6" and hac;
jumped 6'7" alre~~;.dy this year in
practice.
Herman DeMunnik, Ontario
Providencial champion in the
javPiin in 1970, has a best throw
of 211' and was second in the

a Providencial champ, a slate
record holder, city champs and
city record holders.
Four sprinters should help
the Racers with Cuthbert Jacobs
having run a 48.1 in the 440
prior to this season.
This season Jacobs has
already run a 47.2 indoor 1140
and a 30.0 In the 300. Mike
Campbell has run a 48.6 ·140 on All-Canada competition in the
a relay team and a ·18.9 out of 20 and under age group.
the blocks.
Three weight men from
Steve Brown is a high Thornton High in Harvey, Ill.
jumper, pole vaulter and middle could help fill gaps on the team
distance runner. Coach Bill in the shot and discus. Steve
Cornell hopes to concentrate Ford hac; put the 12-pound high
Brown on one event so that he school shot 58'lOW' and Don
has a chance to score points Bibbie 57'5 1h". Chuck JerL has
during the outdoor season.
been preparing for the outdoor
Gary Craft from Southern discus.
lllgh School In Louisville was
Other men coach Corneil
state champion in the low hope::. will help this season are
hurdles two years ago with a transfer student Pat Prokop
19.7 clocking. Craft also ran a from Genesee Community
14.4 in the high school high College in Flint, Mich., AI Hicks
hurdles, the best time in the from Trenton, N.J. in thtl 800,
state.
Phil Forbes in the middle
In the field events, where distances, and Owuane Johnson
the Racers scored only one point a 440 and 880 runner, two
in the Ohio Valley Conference football players Jay Weddle in
meet l as~ year, the re will be a lot the discus and Roger Weidemann
more help this SPason.
in the javelin.

24years in the making.
We'd like to thank the makers of the other new
economy cars for giving us such a nice head start
It gave us time to develop on inspection system
so ridiculously scrupulous that it expects every
VW lo pass 16,000 examinations.
It allowed us to find out (at o reasonably scientific pace) how we could double our horsepower
without doubling the cost of your horsepower.
!The VW still gets about 26 miles to the gallon
and requests only a smidgen of oil.l
It permitted us to work on things thai didn't
even have to do wilh the actual making of the car.
Medi-car, the Volkswagen Diagnosis System, for
example. Electronic equipment that can spot trouble in a car before it gets to be trouble. When
you buy a new VW, you get 4 free Medi-cor
checkups.
O f course, it took great fo rtitude to resist
squandering our time on phony styling improvements.
The beetle looks just as good lor badl as it did
24 years ago.

Steak char-broiled "As you Like I t" with choice of
baked or French fried Idaho Potatoes, crisp tossed
salad, and hot rolls.

CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEH, IHC.
PHO NE 753·8850

Friday, Fabruary 11, 1972
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Rifle team fifth:
Schweitzer leads
Racer marksmen
The Murray State rifle team
placed fifth in a field or 32
teams at the West Point
Invitational Rifle Tournament.
held last weekend at the United
States Military Academy in West
Point, N.Y. Finishing fifth the
Racers were preceeded by two
Tennessee Tech teams, East
Tennessee, and the U.S. Military
Academy.
The Racers' effort was led
by All-America Bill Schweitzer
with a 576 out of 600 score. He
was followed by David Adams

GLENN BYERS demonstrates
the form that has helped the
varsity pistol team compile a
rec;ord of 11 wins and seven

and Tom Hill, who both shot
561, and Kevin Cherry with a
554. Other MSU competitors
were Roger Estes, Paul Thacher,
'fol Cherry1 Janice Whittaker,
Peg Baker, and Anne Hall.
Tennessee Tech's first team
fired a record score of 2312 out
of 2400. They were tead by Ed
Etzel who shot a 590 out of
600.
The Racers next match will
be in the international sectionals
at Johnson City, Tenn. on Feb.
19.

1osses. iha team will be
compatlnt ln the National Rifle
Association Seetionals on Feb.
26.

Pistol team in first place
Minus 20 degree weather
greeted the MSU Pistol Team in
Madison, Wis., on Jan. 29 as the
team competed against the
University of Wisconsin, the
University of Dayton, and Ohio
State University. In the Midwest
Intercollegiate league match, the
MSU team compiled a combined
5-4 record to bring its season
record to 11-7.
The varsity team avenged an
earlier loss to Ohio State
University and moved into first
place in the league with a 5·1
record. Ohio State fell to second
with a 4·2 season record. Dennis
Dement led the MSU shooting
with an 826 aggregate out of a
900 possible to maintain his

league leading position by six
points.
Paula Horn and Tim
McGinnis provided the big
surprises of the match with
extremly strong showings. Paula
fired scores of 277, 282 and 254
for an aggregate of 813 which
took the women's high
individual trophy. Tim posted an
811 aggregate to take the second
high individual in the ROTC
divisision.
The women's team and the
ROTC team both experienced
d lfficulties with each team
winning one match and losing
two. The girls lost their two
matches by a heartbreaking total
of seven points in matches with
a total of 2400 points possible.

Tom Chady
Murroy needs Sllccessful road trip

to rentain in conference contention
The Racers reentered the
thick of the Ohio Valley
Conference race last weekend
with its 96-67 victory over
Austin Peay. Althopgh losing
72-66 to Duquesne Monday
night, Murray showed the
potential that if generated could
emerge it the leader following
this weekend's cruscial road trip.
Tomorrow night Murray
ventures to Richmond to meet
pre.season favorite Eastern.
Although the Colonels have
sustained three conference
setbacks and are currently in a
five-way first place jam, Eastern
has never been out of the top
spot.
They were co-leaders with
the Tenn. Tech, earlier in the
season but managed to capture
sole possession. The following
week however, East Tennessee
up-ended the Colonels allowing a
new contender Western to grab
co-ownership of the number one
spot.

Last weekend the standings
again changed with both Western
and Eastern receiving their third
conference loss. That brought
about a four-way tie including
Middle Tennessee and Morehead.
Two nights later Tech.
outscrapped East to join the
mad scramble.
The Racers, tied with East
with a 3-4 slate, have only swept
the eastern trip once in recent
years. That came early last
season. The Colonels should
prove to be a tough opponent
with All-OVC Charlie Mitchell
and George Bryant leading the
way.
One can't overshadow
Morehead though. The Eagles
have put it aJl together several
times this season. Their win over
nationally ranked Marshall on
Marshall's home court was an
excellent example.
The Eagles repeated their
perfonnance last Saturday with
a 64-63 decision over Eastern.

IL should be noted ,
however, that All-America
candidate Les Taylor was not in
the starting lineup for either the
Eastern or Morehead contests.
His appearance should have
q u lte a positive effect on
Murray's efforts.
The outcome of the
conference could easily be
decided this weekend even
though the eight teams are just
entering the second half of the
conference race. Every game
from here on in is a must. At the
present seven of the eight squads
have a crack at the crown.
Lambuth College, aided by
two Tennessee aU-District and
two all-Staters, overwhelmed
Murray State's women's
basketball team Tuesday by a
score of 63-27.
Lois Lynn led the
predominantly freshman squad
with eight points.
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A TRULY HIGH PERFORMANCE MUFFLER -

• Lifetime mutters for a II cars
• Mutters for most foreign cars
• Tailpipes made to order
We've moved to 7th and Maple

next to Parker Ford

Murray Muffler Service

Phone 753-9999

Handy Quick Cover Wrap Around-One Size Fits All
Made of soft abSorbent terry. Adjustable gripper front and
elastic back assures proper fit.
''You Devil, Your• printed on pocket.

One size fits all ........... . ........ $3.00
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Intramural basketball
Takes over no. 1 spot

Champions and Raiders
set dorm league pace

Sigma Pi downs PiKA
Sigma Pi moved into first
place oC the Greek League with a
41-40 victory over previously
unbeaten Pi Kappa Alpha.
Sigma Pi was led by Rip
Moore, who collected 13 points.
John Parker tallied 10 points for
the Pikes, who dropped into a
t ie for second place with
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Lambda Chi Alpha kept in
contention with a 5 1-14 romp
over Alpha Gamma Rho. Tim
Holt paced Lhe winners with 17
points, while Bob Gray was the
high man tor AGR with rour
markers.
Alpha Tau Omega moved up

to a tie for fourth . with Sigma
Nu by beating Kappa Alpha
54-36. Vic Dunnls 19 points led '
ATO , while Bob Brantley
pumped in 12 pohits tor Kappa
Alpha.
Sigma Phi Epsilon handed
Sigma Nu their third straight lo&<~
47-35. Jim. Beshear paced the
victors with 16 points, Don
Fults took scoring honors for
Sigma Nu with 15 points.
Sigma Chi won their third
consecutive game, 48-26 victory
over Tau Kappa Epsilon, with
lhe help or Phil Forbes' 17
points. Tom Eisenmann led the
losers, also scoring 17 points.

-

Greek League
l'j\

p

Buketball Slandin~
team
Sigm1 Pi
lambda Chi Alpha
Pi Kappa Alpha
Alpha Tau Omega
SlgmaNu
Sigma Chi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Kappa Alpha
Alpha Gamma Rho
Tau Kappa Epsilon

w-1
6-1
5-1
5-1

pet.

3-4
2-4
2-5
1·5

.857
.833
.833
.671
.671
.429
.333
.286
. 167

1~

. 143

4-3
4-3

The Champions and Raiders
continue to set the pace in the
Dormitory League, while the
Babl Racers hold down the
runner-up spot.
Russ Walters' game high 10
points led the Champions to
their sixth straight win, a 36-21
victory over the Red Shirts.
The Raiders kept pace with
38-25 victory over Mudd. The
Raiders' Jim Bell led all scorers
with 10 points. while E.A.
Peyton of Mudd tallied nine
markers.
In other action the 5th
Floor Gang beat the Rebels
over the Fearsome 5 and the
Centaurs, respectively.

39-35 for their second win in a
row. Mike Denny's 13 points
was tops for the 5th Floor Gang,
and Alan Ray led the Rebels
with 11 points.
' ' The Chokers and Baby
Racers each won forfeit victories
Do rmit ory League
team
Champ ions
Raiders
~aby Racers
,.,udd
Rebels
Red Shirtt
Chok_,
5 th Floor Gang

w-1
6-1

pet.
.857
6-1
.857
5-2
.714
4-3
.571
.571
4-3
3-4
.429
2-5 .286
2·5
.286
().7
.000
().7
.000

~antaura

Fearsome 5

In Indepetulettl Ea:cl

Thang, Omega Psi Phi
cling to narrow lead

'

T hang and Omega Psi Phi,
both still with unblemished
records, continue to hold a
one-half game lead over BSU no.
1 in the Independent East
division of intramural basketball.
Omega Psi Phi had an easier
time disposing of lht• Stars, as
t.hey ro lled to a 39-15 win. Don
Clayto n paced the winners with
19 p oints, w h il e B o b
llallenworth's eight markers was
high for the Stars.
BSU no. l remained in
Thang was hard-pressed by
the 'Breds, b ut managed to
squeak out a 38-34 victory
beh ind Ken Gaultney's 10
points. Steve Seltzer led t he
' Breds with nine points.

Prog. Info. 753-3314

Tonight thru Tues.

second place by edging Bambi's
Bombers 31-29. Wayne Baird 's
11 points paced BSU no. 1,
while Dave Williams tallied 10
points for Bambi's Bombers.
The Bowery Boys, Vets
Club, and Linksmen remained
tl<'d for third place as each club
posted victories.
Greg Bruce's 16 points led
the Bowery Boys past the
StrikeOuts 43-32. The Vets
Club , behind Mike Schinella's 12
points, smashed the Hill Gang
38-19. Larry Kukendyl had six
points for the Hill Gang.
T he Linksmen clobbered
HSU no . 3. 43-19 as Mark Roche
collected a game-high 16 points.
John Blue led the losers with 11.

curr IASTWOOD

•PLAy MISTY fOR MI.
-·il•lllltliltlfNIIO terror...

_..._,<JO-"""':tM·I I Reg, Adm. $1.50 .75
Late Show
OVER 18 ONLY

" BELOW THE
BELT

II

~

l mJependent East
team
Thang
Omega Psi Ph1
BSU no. 1
Bowery Boys
linksmen

w-1 pet.
1.000
6-0 1.000
5-1
.833
4·2
.667
4-2
.667
6-0

VeuCiub
'Brtds
Bambi'• Bombers
StrikeOuts
BSU no. 3
Stars

4-2
3-3
1·5
1·5
0-6

Pbok> by Bob Bur

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL reaches the half-way point this - k with
three league titles still in doubt. The Dormitory League, Independent East,
and G reek league are still up for grabs.

().6

THE YELLOW SUBMARINE
lo cated on W. Main St.
"Home of the only submarine sandwiches" and "Fresh dough pizzas."
*We now have a personalized $1 0.00 meal card that you can use instead of
cash.
*To introduce our $ 10.00 meal card to you , we'll be offering it for sale for 7
days only, for the inflation fighter price of only $6.95 + tax; a saving of
$ 2.70.
.

Call 753-7715
Prompt Pickup - free De livery

Till Yellaw Sulllariae

Absolutely
free delivery,
call 753-7715

Steak )

Fr esh Dough

. 2 .00

Cheese .

1.09
, .09
1.15
1.20
1.1 4
1.1 4
I. 14

Cheese Steak
Mea t15oll
Sausoge
Hom
The Hero
1.1 4
(sousoge, green peppers,
cheese)

1.23
1.23
1.30
1.35

1.28
1. 28
1.28
1.28

• Peperoncini (mild Italian Peppers)
15¢ extra on ony Submarine
*Side order of P~pe•onc· 'li
(in a bog) 50c ('XIro

Italian P1zza
Med 14r

Submarines
America n
Italian

CALL: 753-7715
Prompt pic kup ond free delivery

"Try a
·!!2,!!-greasy ptzza
for a change."

Onion

. 2.00

Sausage .

. 2. 40
. 2 .40

Pe pperoni .

•..
yr~r\a Beef.

. 2 .40
. . . • .2.·40

Pe peronc i ni •

. 2. 40

~o lom~

(mi ld Italian Peppers)
Bacon
. •
. 2 . 40
Gre en Pe pper • • • • . 2 .;tO
AnchovieL • . • • • . 2.40

Mushrooms . • . • • • 2.40

Sorry,
meal cords
not good on
delivery orders.

4J

16 "

2.50
2. 50
2.90
2.90
2.90
2.90
2.90
2.90
2.90
2.90
2.90

• All combinot ions 40~ £:,, rra
*No extra charge for half & half orders

STARTS WED. 2/16

"DIRTY HARRY"
I
" Stu Spangled Girl

FRI.- SAT.-SUN. ON LY
Yul Brynner in

"ADIOS, SABAT A"

Mcd

Plus

Sausage
Green Peppers

2. 70
lg

George Peppard in

Onlons

3.20

Try the Sub Bose Special Pizzo

" CANNON FOR
CORDOYA"

Murray State News
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Mob dethroned

Racers remain in lead
in Independent West
The Racers, led by balanced
Dwight Gibson paced the
scoring, smashed the Sphinx winner's balanced attack with 15
Squad 38-12, to remain in first points. Hewlett Posey's 13
place In the Independent West points and Willie Woodson's 12
division.
markers aided the Outsiders'
Pat Hagarty and Dennis barrage. Phil Theobald led the
Fisher led the Racers with eight losers with seven points.
Alpha Sigma Alpha evened
points each, while Tom Williams
of the Sphinx Squad netted 12 their record at 3-3 with a 32-29
overtime victory over the
markers.
The Outsiders took over Snakes. John Howland poured in
second place from Mob, who 19 points for Alpha Sigma
was idle, with a 53-16 trouncing Alpha, while R. Hahn collected
10 markers for the Snakes.
of the 5 Fitz.

Hoyt, Richmond improve records

Undisputed · Truth and
Alpha Kappa Psi picked up
forfeit victories

Independent West
team
RIC8rs
Outsiders
M ob
Und~uted Truth

Alpha Sigm1 Alph1
Sn*"
6 Fitz
Alphl KIPPI Pti
Sphinx Squid
BSU no. 2
Cord R ipptrs

w-1

6-0
6-1
5-1
4-1
3-3
3-4
2-6
2-5

,....
1-5
1-5

pc;t.
1~~
.857
.833
.800
.500
.429
.286
.286
.200
.167
.167

Road Runners lwld lead in Frosh League
Franklin 3rd Floor gains second place
The Road Runners, who scoring honors with 10 points
were idle last week, still hold apiece.
Richmond no. 3-1 beat
onto a large lead in the
Freshm e n League, while Richmond no. 3-2 36-25 for
Franklin 3rd Floor (F3F) is one
full game behind.
F3F gained sole possession
of second place with a forfeit
victory over Richmond no. 2.
Lucifer, tied with F3F last
week, dropped to thiid when
they were upended by
Ric hmond no. 4. Lucifer's
Darrell Ward took scoring
honors with 14 points, while Ed
Maebe's 12 markers paced the
winners.
Hoyt improved their record
to 2-4 by barely edging last-place
Richmond no. 1 28-27. Hoyt's
Ross Bowling and Ed Alexander
of Richmond no. 1 shared

their second victory. Jim Bishop
led Richmond no. 3-1 with 12
points, while Jimmy Jones paced
the losers with eight markers.

Pboto by Bob Saar

KAREN WILSON, 1 junior from flncy Farm. provides dtfeMa • an
opponent drivel for the b11ket. Women'a intr~mur~l bMketblll ltlrted l•t
week 1nd will continue throughout the •mftter.

APSU coeds slide past
MSU in 47-46 thriller
The Murray State women's
ba s ketball team was
overpowered by Austin Peay last
Friday in Clarksville by a score
of 47-46.
"Murray showed a good
team effort and outplayed
them, " said Dr. Nan Ward, "even
though it didn't show on the
scoreboard." Dr. Ward is
coaching the team until Mrs.
Dew Drop Rowlett returns from
her illness.
The team has three games

ONE Hour

~
~

GUARANTEED

CENTRAL

SHOPPING
CENTER
753-9084

Basketball Standings
W·l
6-1
4-2
3-3
24
2·6
2·6

SATISFACTION

Cleaners

Freshman League

team
Ro1dRunners
F3F
Lucifer
Hoyt
R ichmond no. 4
Richmond no. 3-1
Richmond no. 1
R k:hmond no. 2

scheduled this weekend. They
journey to Louisville to meet
Spalding College tonight at 6:30.
They then tangle the University
of Louisville and the University
of Kentucky tomorrow.
Team members making the
trip included: Louis Lynn
Holmes, Janice Ross, Carla
Coffey, Elsa Cohen, Phenton
Karsner, Debbie Hackensmith,
Chris Barker, Linda Arnold,
Debbie Hafer, Tandy Jones,
Janice Hollan, June Thorton and
Gerene Cowles.

pet.

.833
.667
.500
.333
.286
.286
.000
.000

February 14, 15, & 16

Well the holidays are over

Mon-T ues-Wed

SPECIALS

and it is t ime to get back

into the swing of things.
Ma ke it easier with a trip to

GO RACERS

Big B. With our weekty

spe cials

a nd

s t u dent

Dresses
2 pc. Suits
Coots

98¢

eo.

Trousers
Slacks
Swea ters
Pia in Skirts

49¢

ea .

discount on Thursday-you
can't lose.

THURSDAY SPECIALS
Trousers
Slacks
Sweaters
Plain Skirts

49¢
49¢
49¢
49¢

2pc Suits
Dresses
Top Coots & ~
Shirts

89¢
89¢
89¢
6/ $1 .00

Pege24

In crucial weekend road trip

Racers to meet Colonels,
to retest Eagles Monday
Murray State's Racers, back
in the thick or the OVC race,
will take on East.ern Kentucky at
Richmond tomorrow night, then
go on to Morehead Monday for a
game with the Eagles.
The crucial road trip
promises to be a tough one for
the Racers.
Earlier in the year,
Morehead handed Murray its
worst setback or the season,
winning 81-65. However. two
nights later, the Racers bounced
back to top Eastern, 72-69.

Murray played both games
without the services or
All -America candidate Les
'faylor.
The trip offers the Racers
an opportunity to climb above
the .500 mark in league play,
but the annual trip Into the
eastern part of the state is
always a rugged one.
Coach Cal Luther·, in
describing the trip and the
chances of the Racers in the
OVC struggle, said that ''with
four road games left we've got a

long way to go. This trip is
always a tough one for us. Last
year was the first time we've
won both games up there in
years. Now we've got. to have
them both to have any chance at
all. And even If we win them
both we'll only be one game
above .500."
Coach Luther continued, ''I
still think that Eastern is the
team to beat. They've got the
best-manned club in the
conference."
Eastern is led by All-OVC
perrormers Charlie Mitchell and
George Bryant. Mitchell, a 6-3
junior forward , led the Colonels
in scoring at Murray with 22
points. He is currently the
third -leading scorer in the
conference with n 23.3 average.
Bryant, the team's playmaker,
was held to 12 points in the fllSt
contest but is averaging 19.7 per
game.
Morehead is paeed by 6-5
soph Leonard CoulteL Coulter is
presently averaging 23.8 points
per game to rank second in the
league behind the Racer's
Taylor. His high game this year
was a 42 point outburst against
Tennessee Tech on Jan. 31.
Coulter is also the leading
rebounder in the OVC with 15
grabs per game.
The other four Morehead
are all averaging in
double figures. Eugene Lyons Is
scoring a 15.3 clip, followed by
Howard Wallen at 12.9, Ron
Nicholson at 11.3, and Bill
Dotson at 11.1.
starters

Photo by WO.On Woolley

BILL MANCINI (right) drives for the basket in Murray's victory over
Austin Peay last Saturday night. Goinu for the blocked shot is the
Governors' Howard Jackson (52). Mancini had one of his worst nightt as a
collegian aga1nst Paay liS he scored only six pomtl and trabbed eight
rabounch.

Murray State
downed 72-66
by Duquesne
The Murray State Racers
ignited a second half rally by
canning 19 of 26 field goal
attempts. The surge trimmed
Duquesne's 21-point hatrtime
advantage to the final margin of
six points, but the Racers ran
out of time and the Dukes clung
to a 72-66 win.
Duquesne, now 15·2, was
ranked 20th this week by the
Associated Press.
Murray running into
problems in the early going
wound up on the short end of a
41-20 intermission score.
Murray cashed in on 73 per
cent of its second period field
goat attempts to pose a strong
comeback although falling short
in th_e final minutes.
The Dukes who
concentrated their defensive
efforts against Les Taylor were
most vulnerable underneath
were Bill Mancini, Marcelous
Starks, and Taylor did most of
their work. Mancini led the
Racers with 20 points.
Starks and Taylor tos.~ in
16 points apiece while Ron
Williams added 12 more.

LES TAYLOR 130), Murray's All-America candidate, uoes up for two
points edmidst the Austin Paay defense in the 96-67 romp over the
Governors. Watching helplealy are Austin Peay's Eddie Childi'8SI Hefti,
Robert Turner (next to Childress), Greg Kinman (501, and Howard Jadtson
(behind Taylor). The Racers' Steve Barratt I 10) geu reedy to prepare
defensive pressure after Taylor's b•et.

Our foes
5 teams top OVC
at midway point

This year's Ohio Valley holds down the cellar with two
Conference race has shaped up wins and five losses in
to be one of the tightest In the conference action.
All the Valley teams will be
league's history.
At the midway point in in action both tomorrow and
Morehead's three game the battle, five teams are Monday night.
winning streak came to an end currenUy tied for first place.
Tomorrow's slate matches
Wednesday night when Toledo Middle Tennessee, Eastern Western at East Tennessee,
downed the Eagles 105-88. Kentucky, Western Kentucky, Middle Tennessee at Tennessee
Coulter got in foul trouble early Morehead , and Tennes...ee Tech, Tech, Austin Peay at Morehead,
in the game and was held to 14 all with 4-3 OVC records, are the and Murray State at Eastern.
points. The real difference, pacesetters.
Monday•s contests feature
however, came on the boards.
Murray State and East Western at Tennessee 'fech ,
Toledo outrebounded the losers. TennE>ssee follow the leaders Austin Peay at Eastern, Middle
88-48.
wltli 3-4 marks. Austin Peay Tennessee at East Tennessee,
and Murrav State at Morehead.
'l'he past week was a busy
one for lite OVC teams. Middle
Tennessee picked up a big win
Saturday, downing Western,
7 8-67. Then Monday night
Middle smashed non-eonferencc
foe Georgia State, 98-53.
Morehead soph Howard
Wallen cashed in on two
technical foul shots with 27
seconds remaining in the game
to push his Eagles past Eastern,
94-93.
Morehead also defeated
Indiana State Monday night,
winning 87-79.
Western's Hllltoppen; having
lost to Middle Tennessee, got
back on the winning track two
nights later as they tipped
Dayton, 76-74.
Tennessee Tech grabbed its
share of first place by defeating
East Tennessee 73-66 at
Cookeville.
Au stln Peay lost twice
during the week. In addition to
the 96-67 loss to Murray, the
Govs fell to the University of
North Carolina at Charlotte,
87-69.

Photo by Wlleon WooUey

MURRAY'S RON WILLIAMS (32) goes eftM 1 loose
ball in the R-rs' 96-67 win over Austin Peay.
Governors Jack Padt ( 12) end Eddie Chlldi'8SI (341 fight

for p~saion with Willi.ms liS Las Taylor (30) w.tches
from half.court. Williams scored 27 points to lead the
R-rs to their third OVC win.

Team
Middle Tenn.
Eastern Ky.
Western Ky.
Morehead St.
Tenn. Teen.
Murray state
East Tenn.
Austin Peay

ovc
4·3

4-3
4-3
4·3
4-3
3-4

3-4

2·5

ALL
13-5
9-7
10-8
10-7
9-7
12-7
8-9
7-10

